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CURSIVE SCRIPT RECOGNITION
USING

A DYNAMIC TIME WARPING METHOD

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION and HISTORICAL REVIEW

Computer software and hardware tools are rapidly becoming

sophisticated in their ability to handle the incorporation of both text and
graphics in the generation of documents. The accompanying evolution of the

human/computer interface for document data entry has been, and continues to
be, a challenging area in research.

Text can be entered into a computer in three forms:

A. iconic (given a unique physical appearance)

B. phonetic (spelling based on sound)

C. ordinal (ASCII, machine code).

Handwritten text, referred to as script, is a natural means of

communication which most people have used extensively from their earliest
school days. Therefore, it would seem that communicating with a computer by

using handwriting would prove natural and effective.

Handwritten connected script, sometimes referred to as cursive script, is
iconic in form. A computer which supports the entry and recognition of
cursive script is said to perform cursive script recognition, or CSR.

The task of interpreting or recognizing cursive script is more difficult

than printed text because of the author dependencies such as size, style, slant,

how the letters are joined, whether they are crowded together, and if they are

properly formed.
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The work for this thesis concentrated on developing a robust Cursive
Script Recognition system while gaining insight in developing further

algorithms and mechanisms to improve the CSR rate for a general population. A

guiding objective was to approach the problem in a way that would yield
simple as opposed to complex solutions. This approach will allow the work to

be migrated at a future time from a very software-oriented environment to a

more hardware-oriented implementation. Some of the concepts and ideas used

are based on the prior work of M. K. Brown [6] and C. C. Tappert [8].

HISTORICAL REVIEW:

A variety of approaches to cursive recognition have been discussed in
the literature. One of the earliest works was by Frishkopf and Harmon [1],

Bell Labs 1960, based on a probabilistic approach.

Frishkopf used a word recognition approach, Harmon a character by

character recognition approach. They eventually combined their work yielding
a 60% recognition rate. When combined with two-letter pair (digram) and

three-letter triple (trigram) probability character sequence checking, an 87%
recognition rate was attained. The researchers often used the training samples
for testing purposes. Segmentation was based on vertical extremes, retrogrades

(backward motions) and special marks. Recognition was performed by
comparing entries in a dictionary with the unknown strictly at minimums and

maximums (figure 1-1), noting whether they were the same.

FIGURE 1-1. Frishkopf's Feature Set
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Mermelstein and Eden [2], MIT 1964, used an analysis by synthesis
approach based on syntactic information. Handwriting was reduced to a series
of four basic types of line segments referred to as strokes. These strokes were
a BAR, HOOK, LOOP and an ARCH (figure 1-3). Using these basic strokes, a
word can not merely be synthesized or constructed, but also analyzed, leading
to recognition of the word. Mermelstein and Eden reported recognition results
of 91% using the training data and 69% using an independent test set.

FIGURE 1-3. Eden's Feature Set
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Sayre [3], at the University of Notre Dame in 1973, developed a

character by character recognition routine. He captured the cursive script as a

series of discrete points without utilization of the time sequence information.

Sayre's algorithm used curve tracing to detect the required features. The

feature set contained:

Mid line counter-clockwise swing

Lower counter-clockwise swing

Mid line hump

Upper loop

Lower loop.

It should be noted that character recognition and segmentation were
performed simultaneously. Digram and trigram probabilities were used as a

post-processing step to eliminate letter combinations which were unlikely. A

best case recognition rate of 79% was reported.

Ehrich and Koehler [4], of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, in

1975, developed a close parallel to Sayre's system. Ehrich and Koehler's system,

however, used a character by character contextual post processor in place of
transition digram and trigram probabilities. The contextual post processor was

a binary digram matrix which eliminated arithmetic processing. The reported

recognition error rate was 1.8%; however, the testing methods were not well

defined.

Michael K. Brown [5], [6] of the University of Michigan, in 1981,

completed his doctoral dissertation on cursive script recognition. The

recognition implementation developed in Brown's work used pseudo-

segmentation in conjunction with a large feature vector preceded by a pre-
processor.

The pre-processor was designed to attempt the removal of author
dependent information via baseline generation, rotation, translation, and scaling

of the word. To improve this process, Brown proposed the use of feedback in

the pre-processing system.
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The feature vector was composed of fifteen local feature measurements

and one-hundred-sixty-eight global features, providing a total dimensional

feature space of one-hundred-eighty-three entries. The local features

designated the total number of occurrences of each type of feature in the word.

The global features indicated the relative location of the feature occurrences in

the word. The vector was composed of the following features:

Central threshold;

Upper and Lower crossings;

Y minima and maxima;

Cusps;

X, T and I's;

Closures and Openings.

Segmentation is the process of physically separating a word into each of

its individual characters which can then be recognized one at a time. Pseudo-

Segmentation represents the character position in the word using two sets of

windows where approximately two characters are placed in each window. The

two sets of windows are then staggered or shifted by one character width to

reduce sensitivity to errors. The features for each character window are then

represented in the feature vector.

The recognition task was a two-stage decision algorithm. The first
stage pre-selected a subset of classes from the total set. A modified
discrimination function criteria, referred to as a mahalonobis distance, was
used for the weighted metric. The weighting selections were statistical in

nature, using inter- and intra-class variance.

The second stage was to select a single class from the subset as the most

likely candidate; this is the recognized class. The algorithm used in the second

stage recognition was the Kth nearest neighbor algorithm.

The recognition dictionaries used were composed of forty-three classes.

Three authors were used to generate a total of three data sets.
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The recognition algorithm yielded a best case result of 98.2% when the

data set #3 was tested against itself. The worst case was 68% when testing set

#2 against set #3. The average recognition rate was 72%.

C.C. Tappert and J.M. Kurtzberg [7] of IBM in 1978 presented a paper

discussing an elastic matching approach for handwritten symbol recognition.

One approach to implementing speech recognition is pattern matching with the

use of dynamic programming for performing nonlinear time-warping, known as

Dynamic Time Warping. Tappert and Kurtzberg applied this technique to
Cursive Script Recognition. Tappert and Kurtzberg used parameters derived

from a time sequence of X,Y coordinate data sampled from the handwritten

symbols. Recognition was performed by matching the unknown symbol against

all prototypes and selecting the best matching prototype.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), is explained in Chapter Four at a
technical level as it relates to this thesis. In simple terms, DTW tells which

pattern from a collected set of patterns, known as reference symbols, matches

most closely to an unknown pattern. DTW measures the distance between each

data point in the unknown with a corresponding point in each reference
symbol. The reference symbol which matches most closely to the unknown will

have the smallest sum of measured distances. One problem with this approach

is that variations occur from one writing of a word to the next. Therefore an

unknown and its matching reference symbol may not have exact matching data

points in either their values or their sequential progression. To compensate for

an inexact sequential match the concept of time warping is used. A simple

example of time warping is given. Picking a point N in the unknown, we now

want to find the closest matching point in the reference symbol. We let point N

map to a window of points in the reference symbol from which the closest
match is selected. As we move from point N to point N+1 the window is also
moved forward.

This thesis centers around the development and analysis of a Cursive

Script Recognition (CSR) system using pre-processing and Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW). The objectives of this work were to develop and analyze a
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word based CSR, attaining an accurate and repeatable recognition rate while

keeping the implementation simple.

The work of this research resulted in a CSR implementation with a high

recognition rate, the development of a tool set, and the analysis of class
relationship. It is shown that inter-class separation and word length are
directly related.

A central issue in the implementation of CSR is the type of recognition

approach used. A pattern based approach using dynamic programming with

time warping was selected because it is simple and efficient.

The work of M.K. Brown was considered for his ideas on pre-processing.

The main point of interest was based on the fact that as more author dependent

features are removed, the task of author independent CSR becomes easier to

implement. One way of removing author dependent features is by increasing

the sophistication of the pre-processor.

The work for this thesis was composed of the project phase, and the
analysis and documentation phase. The project phase started in November,

1984 and was completed in October, 1987. During the project phase the tools

and algorithms were developed and the data collected. The analysis and

documentation phase was started in November, 1987 and completed in October,

1988.

Most of the published work on CSR as of this writing is at a theoretical

level, leaving out the important low level details for actual implementation.

Therefore, the author has included a program listing in the Appendix covering

most of his work. The theoretical discussions of this thesis reference the
different modules in the program listing.
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CHAPTER 2
SIGNAL PROCESSING and DATABASE

This chapter provides the explanation and structure of the tools

developed for the research of Cursive Script Recognition. Hardware tools,

Software tools and Database are discussed in general, and the software pre-
processor is discussed in detail.

HARDWARE and SOFTWARE TOOLS:

A Hewlett Packard HP 9000 series 500 computer was used with operating

system UNIX version V. The graphics terminal utilized was an HP 2627 color

terminal, with an HP 17623A Graphics Tablet. The terminal was connected to

the computer via an RS232C serial link at 9600 baud. The graphics tablet was

configured to a resolution of 0.0227 inch per dot. The actual coordinate
transfer rate was 60 points/second at 9600 baud. Typical writing rates are
approximately four characters per second which, in this case, would provide 15

data points per character. This resolution was marginal, so during data
collection the script was written at a moderate rate of approximately three
characters per second.

The mapping resolution between the terminal screen and tablet was one

to one. The graphics tablet stylus was inkless with an attached mechanical
pencil. The symbols were written on velum graph paper, overlayed on the
tablet, during data entry. Stylus pen tip motion was represented as X and Y
coordinates. A pen tip up-down motion was also detected.

The software tools consisted primarily of a pre-processor, training,

feature extraction, and recognition modules, tied together by a main software

module. The software tool set was primarily graphics oriented and driven by a
sof tkey user interface.

The tool set was written with the objectives of:

1. exploring different pre-processor and recognition ideas.

2. Collecting the required training and test data.
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Emphasis was placed on the ability to graphically and numerically observe the

data throughout each process to understand the implementation of ideas and to

ease the debugging process. The most actively used modes were "TRAIN",

"RECOG", "VIEW TPLATE" and "NUM CRUNCH". A flowchart of the system

structure and user interface is shown in (figure 2-1). All routines were called

from "MAIN". "MAIN" also takes care of background tasks such as the disc and

terminal I/O.

All software was written in the C programming language. Please refer

to the appendix for code listings of the software modules.

DATABASE:

The Database was structured to support the collection and evaluation of

the sampled and processed data. The Database, depicted in (figure 2-2), was

composed of a number of user's directories and their respective subdirectories.

The subdirectories were "RAW", "TPLATE", and "RECORDS". The sampled X,Y

coordinate data was placed in the "RAW" directory under the appropriate
symbol name. Extracted information and reference symbols were placed in the

subdirectory "TPLATE". A listing of all reference symbol names in "TPLATE"

was placed in the subdirectory "RECORDS". This listing allowed each

reference symbol and the collection of raw data, contained within the arrays of

the software structures, to be referenced in terms of known ASCII names
instead of element index numbers.



FIGURE 2-1. System Structure Flowchart
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FIGURE 2-2. Database Structure
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PRE-PROCESSING:

Pre-processing is the task of taking the sampled data and transforming it

into a pre-defined form, required by the feature extraction and recognition
module. The pre-processor is a key element of the system. There is a direct

relationship between it and the rest of the recognition process. As the pre-

processor becomes more sophisticated, the rest of the recognition process
becomes easier. The ultimate goal of the pre-processor is to convert the raw

data into a consistent pre-defined form and at the same time remove all author

dependencies. Author-independent data implies that a given word written by

multiple authors and/or styles, would be represented identically in the system

after pre-processing regardless of who wrote it or what style of script it was
written in. In reality, removing all author-dependent features from the data is

difficult, if not impossible. However, the more closely author-independent data

is approximated, the easier becomes the task of providing a high recognition

rate for a population of authors and, in general, the recognition task becomes

less complex. The issue of variability of the data from session to session and

author to author is that which complicates the recognition task.

The primary steps in pre-processing are as follows with the names of the

modules in the software code listings shown in double quotes.

Data Collection, "GET LOC"

Finding the critical points, "CRIT_PTS"

Baseline Generation, "BASELNGEN"

Rotation and Translation of the script, "ROT_TRAN"

Scaling in the X and Y dimensions, "SCALE"

Additional useful steps not implemented are "smoothing" and "de-skewing"
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Data Collection -

Data collection was the first step in pre-processing. It was accomplished

by the subroutine "GET_LOC". "GET_LOC"'s main function was to read the

current X,Y stylus location on the tablet, also noting stylus state, pen up or pen

down. Data collection was initiated when the stylus was moved inside a
rectangular perimeter boundary, defined on the tablet, with the stylus pen tip

placed on the tablet surface.

Data collection was terminated when the stylus pen tip was placed on

the tablet below the bottom of the perimeter boundary.

As data was sampled for collection it was displayed on the terminal
screen for visual feedback; it seemed, however, that eye-hand coordination was

best when looking directly at the piece of paper being written on.

As "GET LOC" collected and stored the raw data it would pause the

process if the stylus movement halted. Upon the stylus resuming its movement

data collection would continue. The recognition process for multiple users

would be much easier if the collected data was independent of author
variability. One of the variables between authors is the writing rate and the

amount of paused time at a given location. Therefore, while it is true that
pausing data collection, when the stylus halts, prevents an absolute record of

stylus movement versus time, it does provide a sequential collection of data

relative to time, which is more author independent.

Baseline Generation -

To do an effective job of pre-processing the script should rest on a
known baseline with defined slope, critical points, and starting and ending
points. It is not unusual for a word to be written at an angle, i.e. going up or

down hill, complicating the establishment of the baseline.

Determination of the baseline on which the main body of the text rests

is calculated after collecting the sampled data. The first step in calculating a

baseline for the sampled data was to search for all minimum inflection points

in the script. The search incremented sequentially through the collected data,
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following the slope dy/dx and noting where it changed from a negative to a

positive slope. The search was performed by the subroutine "crit_pts".

Certain constraints were placed on the algorithm, these being the

assumption that the script was written in a left to right orientation, the
exclusion of critical points in retrogrades (backward direction), and the
inclusion of critical points found in closures. Once a valid minimum inflection

point was detected, the relative mean value of X was calculated to center the

critical point dy/dx = 0 for cases of more than one sequential data point.
After detecting the set of all valid critical points, a highest-likelihood of
occurrence slope was determined for use as the correct baseline. The script was

then fit to this new baseline. The slope with the highest likelihood of
occurrence was classified as the most frequently occurring slope using valid

critical point values.

Rotation and Translation -

Rotation of the baseline to a horizontal position required the selection

of the critical point nearest the centroid of the baseline as the point of
rotation. Theta, the angle of rotation, was provided by ARCTAN(baseline
slope).

where:

ROT(x,y) =
COS(theta) SIN(theta) I IXI
SIN(theta) COS(theta) I I Y I =

COS(theta) * X - SIN(theta) * YI
I SIN (theta) * X + COS(theta) * YI

The actual sign used depends on whether theta is greater than or less
than zero.

Parts of the baseline generation were written using integer arithmetic

with the idea of migrating the algorithm to a digital signal processor. Because

of using integer arithmetic, the baseline was quantized to integer values of
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degrees in angular rotation. The baseline rotation would work more precisely

if rewritten using floating point precision. After rotation the script was
translated to an absolute pre-defined origin.

Scaling -

A normalization in the X and Y direction was required to make each

letter in the script occupy a fixed amount of area regardless of its original
dimensions. The scaling module scaled the script along the Y and X axes.
Scaling the script in the Y axis orientation was a straight forward procedure,

while scaling in the X axis orientation was difficult.

Initially a character cell size of 16 X 16 was used, hence each character

of the word was scaled to fit within this cell size. It was determined, however,

that heads and tails of characters were not distinguishable enough to the DTW

algorithm when sized down to a 16 X 16 cell size. The DTW algorithm

sometimes confused such words as apple and candy. By selecting a 32 X 32 cell

character size more information was preserved in the scaling process, reducing

the DTW recognition error rate.

Scaling in the Y orientation was really a normalization to a fixed cell

height where the minimum (YBOT) and maximum (YTOP) values were derived

from the data. YSCALE and the resulting Yrelative were calculated.

YSCALE = (YTOP - YBOT) /CHAR SIZE

and

Yrelative = Y / YSCALE

In order to correctly scale the script in the X axis orientation, the
number of characters contained in the script must be determined, which is a
recognition process in itself.

A histogram of the number of occurrences of X (crossing of a horizontal

threshold) for each value of Y was generated. The mean value of Y was then

determined for the histogram.
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The Y mean was selected as the horizontal threshold. To assure that the

horizontal threshold represented the centroid, corresponding to a plateau on the

histogram, an average value (Xavg) for the number of threshold crossings was

computed. Xavg was computed by considering the number of crossings for a

window plus or minus two in width, centered around the Y mean horizontal

threshold. The X value (number of crossings for the given horizontal
threshold) closest to the Xavg was then selected from the five horizontal
thresholds.

M. K. Brown [6] calculated that, on the average, 2.65 central threshold

crossings occur for each character; Hence:

Approximate number of characters = [(number of crossings) / 2.65]

Final word Length = (calculated number of characters)*(character_size)

where character size = 32

The script could be scaled either up or down in size in the X orientation

as required.

SCALING DOWN: max _x > final len

Xrelative = x/(max_x/finallen)

SCALING UP: max x < final_len
Xrelative = (x * (final_len/max_x))

The X scaling algorithm was not consistently accurate, sometimes being

off in the detection of the number of characters by plus or minus one for
words longer than two characters. The incorporation of additional information

such as ligatures (connections between characters) would help in determining

the number of characters more accurately.
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DATA REDUCTION:

To reduce the memory requirements for reference symbol storage it

would be desirable to remove all redundant data from the reference symbol.

Normalizing data to the 32 X 32 cell size usually involves scaling down

the word to a smaller size. This in turn can produce redundant data points.

Redundant data to be removed is defined here as:

1) X1,Y1 = X2,Y2

or

2) When sequential data points greater than or equal to three

occurred in either the X or Y direction.

example: X1 = X2 = X3 = X4 where Y4 ... Y1 are not equivalent. In

this case data points X2,Y2 and X3,Y3 would be removed. An

equivalent case is made for redundant data in the Y axis
orientation.

How does the elimination of redundant data effect the matching path

between a reference symbol and an unknown and ultimately the recognition
score ?

An experiment was employed which noted the recognition score versus

calculated character length, reduced and non-reduced data.

The reference and unknown symbols were passed through the

recognition module in four different states:

TABLE 2-1

STATE

Four States of Data

UNKNOWN REFERENCE SYMBOL

1 Non Redun. versus Non Redun.

2 Non Redun. versus Redun.

3 Redun. versus Non Redun.

4 Redun. versus Redun.

Non Redun: all redundant data is removed.
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For each of these four states, sets of data were generated for each of the

most likely character lengths which would be generated by the scaling module.

The preliminary results showed that state three produced the best
recognition rate out of all possible permutations, but if and only if both the

reference symbol and unknown had been scaled to the same and correct length.

Please refer to (table 2-2) . Hence, to take advantage of this result and verify

it for a large block of data, a more accurate means of detecting the actual
number of characters in the word would need to be implemented.

It is believed that state three provides additional minor weighting to

features in the unknown due to redundancy in the unknown. This weighting

advantage is lost if the words are not scaled to the correct character length.
With the redundant data removed from the reference symbols some flexibility

is lost in the time warping process. For state two the opposite process occurs

in that features in the unknown are de-emphasized due to redundancy in the

reference symbols while having removed the redundancy from the unknown.



TABLE 2-2. Data Reduction Results

LEGEND

S: Stripping all excess data points
A: All raw data kept

*: No match (minimum distance did not
occur between given reference symbol and
its unknown)

TEST 1

Ref Symbol: apple *CHAR: 5

Unkown: apple 3

20

TEST 2

Ref Symbol: loren #CHAR: 5

Unkown: loren 4

RAW Ref SCORE #CHAR
1) S S 29.68 4 *

S S 26.60 5

2) S A 30.00 4 *

S A 30.00 5

3) A S 30.00 4

A S 24.00 5

4) A A 30.00 4

A A 26.00 5

RAW Ref SCORE #CHAR TEST 3

1) S S 56.00 3 *
S S 44.00 4 * Ref Symbol: candy #CHAR: 5

S S 40.00 5 Unknown: candy 4

RAW Ref SCORE #CHAR
2) S A 54.00 3* 1) S S 28.00 4

S A 44.00 4* S S 33.00 5

S A 49.00 5 *

3) A S 60.70 3 *
A S 47.40 4 *
A S 40.50 5

4) A A 54.00 3 *
A A 41.00 4

A A 43.30 5

2) S A 41.00 4 *
S A 48.90 5 *

3) A S 20.90 4

A S 21.60 5

4) A A 34.40 4

A A 41.00 5
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CHAPTER 3
PATTERN RECOGNITION METHODOLOGY

Pattern Recognition, as used in this work, is defined as associating an

unknown graphics image with another image which has a known ASCII label or

icon.

The pattern recognition scheme is based on the use of a graphics tablet

which allows a record to be made of the time sequence of X,Y coordinate

points produced by the stylus when writing. This time sequence information

provides data required to perform dynamic recognition [7],[8].

As was discussed in Chapter Two, the pre-processor samples the

unknown data, then translates, rotates, and scales it. Feature extraction is

performed on the data to provide an efficient and data-independent

representation. Once a set of features has been extracted, it is then passed

through the recognition process.

It should be noted that as the amount of author dependency is reduced,

the task of recognition is simplified. Hence, there exists a direct relationship

between the complexity of the pre-processing of the data to make it author
independent, and the required sophistication of the dynamic recognition
scheme.

IMPLEMENTATION:

People tend to read word by word or phrase by phrase rather than
character by character. The advantage of word level recognition is that

accuracy and recognition speed are potentially improved.

Recognition of the cursive script was implemented on a word by word

basis. The alternative to this scheme would have been segmented character by

character recognition. The disadvantage of word-level recognition is the

inability to recognize any words not contained in the reference symbol
database.

Two approaches frequently used to implement a recognition algorithm

are statistical, and pattern based.
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Briefly, consider a statistical approach. If a large enough sample of

entries for the classes is available, the a priori class distributions can be
determined. However, statistical methods of recognition which use class
probability density parameters such as mean, standard deviation and other

statistical moments, usually derive the parameters from a limited set of data. A

limited set of data means that assumptions have to be made about the class
distributions. Usually a normal distribution is assumed, however it is very

possible that the distribution is disjoint or multi-modal. Use of a normal
statistic, if valid, allows determination of the closest class to the unknown
using a Euclidean or Mahalanoblis distance.

A pattern based recognition approach was selected as the primary
method of recognition. It works as follows: A set of extracted features from

the unknown was compared with the feature set of each reference symbol. The

differences between the unknown and each reference symbol were summed

providing a minimum sum or score. The unknown feature set and reference

symbol feature set which most closely matched will have the lowest score,

completing the recognition task.

The metric used as the distance measure between the unknown and
reference symbol feature set is referred to as the Dynamic Time Warping
algorithm or DTW.
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REFERENCE SYMBOL AND TEST DATA SET:

Possible handwriting types include five categories of increasing

complexity [8]:
a. Boxed
b. Spaced Discrete
c. Run-on Discrete
d. Pure Cursive
e. Mixed Cursive

The alphabet of words defined in this work is for a pure cursive
recognizer. It is believed that the other categories would give satisfactory to

excellent results.

The Reference Symbol Database is composed of seventy-five unique

classes with each class consisting of one or more entries. The classes are broken

down into the following categories:

- Lower case alphabet a through z.

- The ten most frequently written words in the English language [11]:

the, of, and, to, a, in, that, is, was, he.

- Randomly chosen words of varying length with varying degrees of

similarities.

Please refer to (table 3-1) for a listing of the Reference Symbol Data Set.

The collected Unknown Symbol Data Set was used to test the recognition

scheme as well as the quality of the Reference Symbol Database. Initially, one

sample of the unknown was collected for each class defined in the Reference

Symbol Database. The Unknown Database was then expanded for a number of

the classes, varying in the number of entries per class, from three to six.

The method for the collection of this data is further discussed in the
section, Adaptive Reference Symbol generation.
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TABLE 3-1. Reference Symbol Data Set

Directory Listing of Csr_data/MASTER/raw
a:0 a:1 a:2 a:3
and:0 and:1 and:2 and:3
and:4 and:5 and:6
apple:0 apple:1 apple:2 apple:3 apple:4 apple:5
apple:6 apple:7 apple:8
b:0 b:1 b:2 b:3 b:4 b:5
bent:0 bent:1 bent:2 bent:3 bent:4
c:0 c:1 c:2 c:3 c:4 c:5

candy:0 candy:1 candy:2 candy:3 candy:4
d:0 d:1
dad:0 dad:1 dad:2 dad:3 dad:4
daddy:0 daddy:1 daddy:2 daddy:3 daddy:4 daddy:5
dog:0 dog:1 dog:2 dog:3 dog:4
e:0 e:1 e:2
each:0 each:1 each:2 each:3
f:0 f:1 f:2
figure:0 figure:1
food:0 food:1 food:2 food:3
g:0 g: 1 g:2
good:0
grow:0
h:0
had:0
he:0 he:1 he:2
how:0
i:0
in:0 in:1
is:0 is:1
it:0
j:0
jass:0
k:0
keep:0
1:0

line:0
loop:0
loren:0 loren:1 loren:2 loren:3 loren:4
m:0
man:0
manual:0
n:0
now:0
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o:0
of:0 of:1 of:2 of:3
oh:0
open:0
p:0
pacific:0
pass:0
q:0
quit:0
r:0
rest:0
right:0
s:0
start:0
t:0
that:0 that:1 that:2 that:3
the:0 the:1 the:2
thought:0
to:0 to:1 to:2
u:0
upon:0
use:0
v:0
victory:0
violet:0
w:0
was:0 was:1 was:2
wet:0
wit:0
x:0
xray:0
y:0
yet:0
z:0
zoo:0
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ADAPTIVE REFERENCE SYMBOL GENERATION:

Adaptive reference symbol generation is a method of collecting multiple

reference symbols in such a manner as to optimize the recognition rate for the

given algorithm. Optimization is done by creation of feature complete classes.

Adaptive reference symbol generation is a simple approach to class

management and sometimes is referred to as a non-parametric method in that it

uses the data itself to alter the class boundaries as compared to a statistical
approach. One advantage of a statistical approach is that the classes can be

compressed using a space transformation. By causing the classes to become

more compact, the inter-class separation is improved. Of course this is all at

the cost of added complexity.

If a set of features is chosen correctly, as discussed in Chapter Four, the

entries for each class will tend to cluster into groups in the feature space. This

fact lends some confidence to the non-parametric approach used. The actual

results further substantiated this.

Adaptive reference symbol generation was used in the training mode. It

was performed when a user worked with the system for the first time and
additionally if new vocabulary was added to the reference symbol database at a

later date.

Sampling -

To collect a complete set of data the system was placed in training mode.

The training mode would query the user for each entry in the data base so that

a complete initial sample of the reference symbol was taken. This was repeated

a second time to provide a complete set of test data, referred to as the unknown

symbol database. Once the preliminary reference symbol and unknown
database were sampled, further reference and unknown symbols were gather to

ensure completeness and validity of both.
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Procedure -

One entry per class, in the reference symbol database, however, was not

sufficient to represent the different variations that occurred in many cases. It

was important to ensure that a representative class had been collected.

Therefore, to guarantee class completeness the algorithm shown in (figure 3-1)

was used. The key idea behind the algorithm was that enough valid reference

symbols were sampled so that the given class could recognize a minimum of

three uniquely distinct unknown symbols for the same word.



figure 3-1 Adaptive Reference Symbol Generation
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY of DYNAMIC TIME WARPING

Cursive Script Recognition (CSR) is a difficult technical problem.
Dissimilarities from writer to writer include hesitation, pausing, and variability

in writing speed. Differences in writing rate cause the same word to vary in

the number of sample points between repeated writings. Writing rate variation

also causes non-linear time variations in the shape of the word. To account for

these variations, a time normalization is required.

A dynamic recognition scheme which provides time normalization is

known as Dynamic Time Warp pattern matching or DTW. Dynamic Time Warp

pattern matching has been used in speech recognition, pattern recognition, and

image processing applications.

DYNAMIC TIME WARP TECHNIQUE:

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is based on the principle of dynamic

programming with the added feature of a time warping function. Dynamic

programming (DP) is a process which solves mathematical problems arising

from multistage decision processes, based on the principle of optimality [9].

Dynamic programming is used here to find the best path, i.e. the path

through a plane whose cumulative distance is minimal. The plane is formed by

two time sequences of vectors, in this case a reference versus a test pattern,
referred to as the unknown.

The DTW technique is both mathematically sound and computationally

efficient; however, the use of dynamic programming is the factor which limits

real time processing, especially with a large number of reference symbols.
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The process of recognition is actually a recursive operation of measuring

the distance between successive points of an unknown and known pattern or

reference symbol, sometimes referred to as a template. The distance metric,

used in the dynamic programming algorithm, should be a function of

parameters which are invariant to author dependencies present in the script.

A set of desirable characteristics have been defined for the dynamic

programming algorithm as follows [7]:

CHARACTERISTICS

1. Invariant to the size and translation of the input symbol.

2. Insensitive to minor perturbations from reference symbol shapes.

3. Having sufficient resolution to accommodate a wide range of symbols.

4. Being easily trained to the writing style of an individual.

5. Being capable of handling different symbol sets and being adaptive in the

sense that accuracy improves with use.

"Derived Parameters from the Input Data"

A set of parameters is derived from the pre-processed input data. This

set of parameters should be composed of features which are author

independent, i.e. which don't vary greatly from one author to another [7].

PARAMETER 1. ANGLE AT POINT I OF THE CURVE WITH RESPECT TO THE ORIGIN.

= THETA(I) = ARCTAN(YI/XI); in the range 0 to 360 degrees. (figure 4-1).

PARAMETER 2. HEIGHT OF POINT YI MEASURED FROM A BASELINE. (figure 4-1).



figure 4-1 Feature Parameters: Angle and Height

X axis
Unknown Reference
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Several other parameters have been suggested [8], e.g. cusps, and X,Y

offsets Xibar and Yibar from the center of gravity. Parameters Xibar and

Yibar, the X and Y offset from the center of gravity, have been utilized by

Tappert [8] using DTW. The parameter based on cusps (quick change in

direction) was implemented and evaluated for this thesis. The cusp parameter

was found to reduce the intra-group distance and provide greater inter-group

spacing when testing with a common database for both the unknown and
reference symbol set. However, for the given path algorithm chosen, the

recognition rate was lower than expected due to the poor alignment between

cusp points in the reference and unknown symbol when unique databases were

used for the unknown and reference symbol during testing.

Once the parameters have been selected and computed from the input

data they are placed in a vector format. A word is represented by a time
sequence of parameter vectors:

S = V1, V2, Vn
where Vi = (0i,Yi) n = length.

Reference Pattern Symbols -

The pre-processed data is passed through the Vector Generation module

to generate the parameter vector sequence. The distinction between unknown

and reference symbols ( templates) is that:

1. Reference symbols are tagged with a known icon, or ASCII tag.

2. The reference symbols were computed using a procedure, detailed in

Chapter Three, to ensure validity and class uniqueness.
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GENERAL EQUATIONS:

Distance Measure -

In recognition mode the unknown vector sequence is matched to the most

likely reference symbol using the DTW algorithm, referred to in the code listing

as the Elastic Match Module. The following definitions are the key elements of

the DTW algorithm as implemented in the Elastic Match Module [7].

Then:

Definition 1: Let d(I,J:K) be the metric distance between an
arbitrary point I in the unknown symbol and a point J in the kth

reference symbol, representing magnitude of the acute angle

between 0 and 0 J K plus the magnitude of the difference in

heights.

d(I,J:K) = [ Min( 101 - 0J,KI, 360 - 101 0J,KI ) + IY/

As the equation is stated, the angle parameter, ranging from 0 to 180
degrees, would have more weighting than the height parameter, which ranges

from 0 to 32. Therefore, to provide equal weighting, the height parameter Y

was normalized to a floating point value between 0 and 1 and multiplied by

180.

The summation distance computation is the main operation in Dynamic

Time Warp recognition. The summation distance computation using dynamic

programming but excluding time warping is given as:

n-1
DK = (E d(I, J:K))

i=0

The length of the unknown symbol is denoted by n. The total number

of reference symbols in the database is represented by N. The summation is

repeated for each of the N reference symbols, for k equals I to N with Dmin

given by the minimum value of Dk. The minimum summation distance Dmin
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represents the closest match between the unknown and some Kth reference

symbol in the reference symbol set.

To account for nonlinearities in time, W(i) the warp function, is

substituted for indices J in the summation distance equation.

Definition 2: Summation distance computation where n is the

length of the unknown symbol and W(i) is the warp function.

n-1
DK = Min ( W(i), K))

{W(I)) i=0

where:
DK is computed for K = 1 to N,
Dmin = Minimum occurring value of DK .

Distance Measure - Warp Function

Let:
W(I +1) - W(i) = 0,1,2

where:
0 denotes stay at current position of the reference symbol.
1 denotes advance to the next position in the array.
2 denotes move forward two positions in the array.

Hence a change of 1 in the indices i implies a change of 0, 1, or 2 in the
indices J. (figure 4-2)

Boundary Conditions

W(0) = 0

W(n) = Mk

where Mk denotes the length of the reference symbol.

D(I,J:K) = d(I,W(I),K) + Min{D(I-1,J:K), D(i-14-2:K))

where D(I,J:K) is the cumulative distance to point (I,J:K); please note (figure 4-3).

The minimum cumulative distance, Dmin, between the unknown and a

reference symbol in the reference symbol set is considered the match. However,
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this value should be less than some pre-determined threshold in order to be

considered valid.

The warp function can be found by back-tracking (figure 4-3). Looking

back from Di,j we could have come from any of the three points indicated, Di-

1,j-2 , Di-1,j-1 or Di-1,j. Looking forward it is seen that for an increment of

one in the unknown indices i, the maximum increment in the reference indices

j is three, from j-2 to j+1 and the minimum is zero. (figure 4-4).

Because of script variation, a unique word can vary between the
unknown and reference in the number of elements which compose vector S . In

order to guarantee the endpoint boundary condition W(n) = Mk the following

three possible conditions were checked for:

1. unknown length < reference length

2. unknown length = reference length

3. unknown length > reference length.

where n is the length of the unknown and Mk is the length of the
reference symbol.

Lets consider a simple example of the Dynamic Time Warping process,

referring to figure 4-2. The mapping between the unknown (i) and reference

symbol (j) is stated below.

i-6 = 0 maps to j-6 = 0

i-5 = 1 maps to j-5 = 1

i-4 = 2 maps to j-3 = 3 (j-4 skipped via the warp function)

i-3 = 3 maps to j-2 = 4

i-2 = 4 maps to j-1 = 5

i-1 = 5 maps to j-1 = 5

i = 6 maps to j-1 = 5

or j = 6

or j+1 = 7 depending on which point provides the

minimum metric distance.



figure 4-2 Dynamic Time Warping Example
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figure 4-3 Dynamic time-warping computation
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figure 4-4 Warp Function Mapping
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS of the DTW Method

The evidence, as indicated in "performance criteria" of this chapter,
tends to state that the inter-class separation is greatly influenced by the word

length of the class. The experimental results reflect the use of the DTW
method for word length recognition. If segmentation of the word is

incorporated to alter the recognition method to character by character
recognition, then additional information in the parameter vectors will be
required to maintain the same quality of results.

The interpretation of the experimental results needs to be done within

the context of the following constraints:

1. A limited set of data was available.

2. The final sampled data for both the reference and unknown database

were acquired from the same author.

It should be noted that it is not clear how the recognition system would

perform over a large and diverse population of users.

A fundamental requirement for a reliable recognition rate is that the
reference symbol classes have separation in space. It is also of interest to
observe the ways in which different classes cluster or group. If the classes are

not distinguishable, then it is very likely that a recognition error will occur due

to the overlap. To provide accurate and reliable results an error rate or
recognition rate may not be sufficient, but may need to be qualified by a
confidence level. The confidence level can be based in part on the class
distinguishability or separation in space.
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA:

Distance Matrix -

A distance matrix was devised to indicate the minimum inter-class
spacing or distance between each class and its adjoining classes in the reference

symbol set. The DTW distance measure was used in the calculation of the

inter- and intra-class separation. Since the resulting distance measure is a one-

dimensional number, in a sense each class adjoins all other classes.

The values used in the distance matrix were the culmination of an
extensive analysis of hand written data. The analysis reduced a set of over

16000 minimum distance values to a distance matrix representing the minimum

inter-class distances, composed of approximately 2178 entries using the

following procedure.

The raw data for computing the distance matrix was obtained by
running each word in the reference symbol database through the recognition

module against the whole reference symbol database. As would be expected,

the distance between each element and its duplicate in the database was zero.

To create the distance matrix every entry for every class, in the reference
symbol database, was tested against all entries in the reference database. This

established a distance between every entry in the set and its neighbors. All

entries were then grouped into their respective classes. The minimum distance

values between the class and all neighboring classes were then determined. At

this point in the analysis a two-way minimum distance existed, e.g. the

minimum distance from class "a" to class "f" was 14.49; however, the minimum

distance from class "f" to class "a" was 15.67. Therefore, the last step was to

take the lessor of every two-way minimum distance and enter it in the distance

matrix as shown in (table 5-1).

The intra-class distance of the reference symbol database decreased with

the addition of the cusp feature as a weighting, hence improving the class
separation when testing the reference symbol set against itself. However, the

cusp feature didn't improve the recognition rate when testing the unknown

symbol database against the reference symbol database.
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Cluster Analysis -

Using the resulting data from the reference symbol distance matrix, all

the classes were ordered by the number of characters in the word which the

class represented, i.e. word length. A plot of minimum inter-class distance

versus word length for each class is shown in (figure 5-1). The plotted data

bears out what might have been expected all along; that is, the inter-class
distance improved as the complexity (in this case word length) increased.

Further, as the word length and minimum inter-class distance increased, the

averaged inter-class distance between a class and all of its neighbors also
increased with a corresponding decrease in the standard deviation (figure 5-2).

Looking at mean values for each group of classes by word length, the trend is

further confirmed (figure 5-3). Inter-class distance is really synonymous with

class distinguishability and ultimately with the recognition rate. As the inter-

class distance of the reference symbol increased the DTW algorithm was able to

generate the correct match with more margin between the minimum distance

and surrounding distances. This is not only true when testing the reference

symbol set against itself, but also when testing the reference symbol set against

the unknown database. An additional method to improving the recognition rate

where the inter-class distances were small, such as in one character words, was

to add to the class so that it was a more complete set, representing the possible

intra-class variations.

Specific Example - "to" versus Unknown data.

An example of the recognition rate, in terms of distances, is shown in
(figure 5-4). All three occurrences of the unknown "to" correctly map to the

reference symbol "to". Note, however, that unknown "to:l" is roughly only

three units closer to reference symbol "to:2" than to reference symbol "b:4".

This example points out the fact that a number representing the minimum
distance match may not be sufficient by itself to guarantee the correct match,

but may need to be coupled with a confidence level. One example of a
confidence level would be the difference between the minimum distance and

the closest surrounding distances.
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The intra-class distance for the reference symbol class "to" is shown in

(figure 5-5). Plots for some of the raw sampled data used in the above example

are shown in (figure 5-6) through (figure 5-10).

RECOGNITION RESULTS:

A recognition rate for the case of the reference symbol database being

tested against itself was 100%, as would be expected. The minimum distance

for each match was correspondingly zero. This information was useful mainly

as a control point in the development and implementation stage.

The final recognition results for the system were derived from a two-

phase testing method. Phase one represented a collection of a number of test

entries per class for the unknown database and the use of adaptive reference

symbol generation in the selection of entries in the reference symbol database.

Phase two was the process of looking back to see if and where new entries in

the unknown database mapped to the wrong reference symbols. At these points

the reference symbol causing the recognition error was removed and re-sampled

if the minimum match distance was small. If the match distance was large,
another reference symbol was added to the reference symbol class

corresponding to the unknown in question. Whenever a reference symbol was

added the phase one technique was employed.

Phase one of the testing yielded an error rate of 4.88% giving a
recognition rate of 95.12% using adaptive reference symbol generation. These

results are for a database of eighty-two classes with four resulting errors.

The database was paired down to 75 classes to reduce the amount of

data, being careful not to alter the prior results. Phase two yielded a
recognition rate increased to greater then 99.5% with the correction of four
entries in the reference symbol database.
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TABLE 5-1. Distance Matrix - continued

a

and

apple

b

bent

c

candy

d

daddy

dog

e

each - --

good grow he how i in is

===.-
jass keep line Coop toren

f - --

figure - --

food ...

9 --

good 100.00

grow 47.72 51.82 .
h 23.98 100.00 100.00 --

he 22.62 100.00 100.00 9.22

how 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 55.28 . ---

i 27.50 100.00 100.00 44.66 39.00 100.00 ..- ---

in 34.84 100.00 100.00 34.36 26.71 100.00 27.63 '--

is 20.36 100.00 100.00 29.44 24.59 100.00 15.79 20.35 .- ...

lass 100.00 49.40 100.00 100.00 5.2.63 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

k 28.47 100.00 100.00 22.43 15.21 100.00 26.79 18.49 21.08 100.00 -.-

keep 100.00 59.08 100.00 48.98 33.35 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 43.47 56.43

36.07 100.00 100.00 20.13 24.64 100.00 42.19 36.30 40.14 100.00 22.00 100.00

line 100.00 100.00 100.00 41.19 39.46 46.47 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 58.98 54.37 48.02 -.-

loop 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 55.49 55.94 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 48.71 100.00 100.00 --

toren 52.25 53.86 52.69 34.16 31.02 60.60 100.00 100.00 ¶00.00 43.50 49.72 28.89 100.00 55.84 47.84 - --

m 46.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 47.30 49.17 53.98 50.99 100.00 54.60 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

man 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.80 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

nonoel 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 54.20

n 16.33 100.00 100.00 20.71 22.05 35.74 32.02 26.65 26.71 100.00 14.82 53.24 22.93 100.00 100.00 42.89

MOW 58.22 100.00 100.00 53.18 54.79 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

o 15.98 100.00 57.91 32.45 32.66 34.87 35.10 19.62 20.03 100.00 28.05 100.00 39.73 100.00 100.00 100.00

of 22.18 100.00 51.27 18.80 19.72 44.67 29.36 27.97 26.80 100.00 21.80 49.28 27.31 100.00 100.00 41.61

91796 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

p 21.14 100.00 100.00 24.20 23.96 36.16 36.09 26.15 25.17 100.00 27.43 100.00 34.11 100.00 100.00 49.03

pacific 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 57.22 100.00 56.36 100.00 100.00 100.00 57.61

pass 60.25 53.46 39.84 100.00 59.80 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 52.90 100.00 100.00 100.00 46.85

q 15.96 100.00 47.03 26.52 30.45 59.88 45.58 44.50 42.33 100.00 36.22 100.00 41.43 100.00 100.00 100.00

quit 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

r 18.82 100.00 100.00 14.33 16.34 19.20 18.63 13.76 15.70 100.00 9.05 55.90 25.33 100.00 100.00 39.69

rest 44.21 100.00 57.94 33.30 33.51 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 50.96 100.00 60.89 100.00 100.00 37.81

right 100.00 100.00 100.00 56.79 50.48 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 56.40 100.00 56.06 100.00 100.00 100.00 57.52

s 15.66 100.00 100.00 16.49 18.15 25.70 22.13 11.04 11.77 100.00 13.64 56.45 28.16 100.00 100.00 42.14

start 100.00 100.00 52.04 47.87 41.35 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 60.64 44.39 100.00 100.00 100.00 47.68

t 25.15 100.00 100.00 31.93 32.60 10.99 10.39 22.80 16.56 100.00 20.28 100.00 42.26 100.00 100.00 100.00

that 47.28 53.41 53.15 35.24 31.10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 53.24 43.98 37.54 100.00 100.00 100.00 39.02

the 34.13 100.00 100.00 23.03 21.02 53.06 22.08 19.65 34.99 100.00 23.03 100.00 31.53 100.00 100.00 38.68

thought 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

to 33.06 100.00 100.00 21.13 18.48 40.70 24.30 21.93 26.49 100.00 23.83 100.00 41.37 100.00 100.00 100.00

u 20.84 100.00 100.00 13.12 12.69 29.92 25.99 15.15 13.68 100.00 13.60 50.78 22.49 100.00 100.00 40.31

upon 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

use 40.33 100.00 55.39 37.82 35.80 100.00 100.00 100.00 58.47 100.00 48.84 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 41.82

v 15.28 100.00 100.00 35.42 37.78 34.69 36.54 19.97 21.30 100.00 38.38 100.00 41.115 100.00 100.00 100.00

violet 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.0o 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

w 22.45 100.00 100.00 22.05 25.85 48.38 32.93 23.45 22.54 100.00 37.55 100.00 36.12 100.00 100.00 100.00

was 15.63 100.00 54.67 20.20 24.52 43.21 40.88 32.31 27.30 100.00 33.31 53.21 27.87 100.00 100.00 34.69

Wet 34.51 100.00 100.00 40.22 38.82 100.00 59.08 58.73 59.57 100.00 51.99 100.00 56.05 100.00 100.00 54.11

20.94 100.00 100.00 25.22 27.13 27.51 27.57 16.47 17.05 100.00 25.64 100.00 40.25 100.00 100.00 100.00

araY 100.00 100.00 55.12 44.79 39.23 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 57.65 42.43 100.00 100.00 100.00 48.64

7 14.51 100.00 45.79 23.40 27.36 57.68 39.54 38.12 40.13 100.00 25.75 100.00 30.71 100.00 100.00 56.69

yet 39.67 100.00 41.30 45.34 42.37 100.00 59.10 54.68 58.25 100.00 56.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 47.22

o 16.67 100.00 100.00 35.44 35.54 25.06 21.54 28.24 18.65 100.00 18.33 100.00 40.15 100.00 100.00 100.00

too 26.81 100.00 56.91 38.70 37.95 100.00 47.21 36.03 32.88 100.00 49.98 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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TABLE 5-1. Distance Matrix - continued

caeca:ma- -

man

-

manual n now o of open p pacific pass q quit rest right

and

apple

bent

candy

daddy

dog

each

figure

food

9

good

grow

he

how

in

is

joss

keep

line

loop

loren

-.-

man 100.00 - --

manuel 100.00 100.00 ..

44.48 100.00 100.00

now 100.00 100.00 100.00 49.46 --- --.

0 48.33 100.00 100.00 17.60 100.00 ---

of 57.36 100.00 100.00 17.64 47.45 24.42 .- --

open 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 -.-

p 53.60 100.00 100.00 22.08 54.58 18.45 24.52 100.00 --.

pacific 100.00 100.00 100.00 129.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 --. --
pass 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 53.53 45.11 100.00 52.83 60.09

q 58.75 100.00 100.00 24.67 100.00 31.06 20.81 100.00 34.62 100.00 100.00 -.-

quit 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 60.42 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 -.-

56.20 100.00 100.00 18.13 100.00 33.68 20.57 100.00 31.87 100.00 100.00 31.53 100.00 -.-

rest 100.00 100.00 100.00 47.49 100.00 58.45 45.02 100.00 42.53 100.00 100.00 53.67 100.00 39.84 ---

right 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 - --

55.61 100.00 100.00 13.40 53.05 19.64 19.34 100.00 16.83 100.00 52.61 27.89 100.00 10.45 42.93 100.00

start 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.98 100.00 100.00 45.73 100.00 58.64 100.00 48.21 100.00 100.00 59.34 50.72 100.00

48.80 100.00 100.00 29.44 100.00 32.83 39.66 100.00 31.18 100.00 100.00 48.10 100.00 17.45 57.70 100.00

that 100.00 58.29 100.00 36.23 58.19 41.28 31.61 100.00 29.66 100.00 42.09 55.73 100.00 43.67 26.45 55.47

the 100.00 100.00 100.00 26.27 100.00 32.96 25.62 100.00 21.55 100.00 100.00 36.75 100.00 21.53 23.69 100.00

thought 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

to 100.00 100.00 100.00 31.88 100.00 33.01 27.71 100.00 27.75 100.00 100.00 35.28 100.00 25.43 45.91 100.00

57.17 100.00 100.00 13.97 50,40 23.82 19.20 100.00 17.35 100.00 100.00 28.09 100.00 13.01 34.23 100.00

open 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

use 100.00 100.00 100.00 41.72 45.71 38.61 33.83 54.52 24.00 100.00 44.10 48.33 100.00 45.96 35.83 100.00

42.09 100.00 100.00 21.52 100.00 13.63 29.62 100.00 23.16 100.00 100.00 36.91 100.00 23.51 100.00 100.00

violet 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 60.53 100.00 100.00 100.00

100.00 100.00 100.00 29.03 100.00 19.78 20.63 100.00 27.98 100.00 100.00 23.84 100.00 36.69 100.00 100.00

was 48.23 100.00 100.00 21.20 52.45 13.69 22.40 100.00 17.39 100.00 49.97 27.22 100.00 32.77 38.51 100.00

wet 100.00 100.00 100.00 47.41 100.00 46.10 34.03 100.00 41.47 100.00 100.00 53.93 100.00 46.83 39.17 100.00

100.00 100.00 100.00 30.60 100.00 30.97 30.16 100.00 35.61 100.00 100.00 42.95 100.00 18.27 100.00 100.00

,tray 100.00 100.00 100.00 53.00 100.00 100.00 42.72 100.00 100.00 100.00 50.35 100.00 100.00 54.52 58.51 100.00

100.00 100.00 100.00 16.64 54.53 34.16 19.00 100.00 32.00 100.00 55.94 17.21 100.00 22.48 46.64 100.00

yet 100.00 100.00 100.00 50.93 100.00 49.89 38.13 100.00 51.82 100.00 56.83 44.74 100.00 45.31 42.98 100.00

2
19.51 100.00 100.00 17.00 100.00 15.25 30.95 100.00 23.65 100.00 100.00 37.36 100.00 14.96 100.00 100.00

zoo 100.00 100.00 100.00 41.31 53.08 17.35 32.95 100.00 26.12 100.00 48.42 37.90 100.00 51.16 53.75 100.00
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TABLE 5-1. Distance Matrix - continued

V VVVVVi VV.

a

and
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b

bent
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d
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- --

start t that the thought to u upon use v violet w was wet
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e

each

- --

-.-

figure

food

g

-.-

---

Bond

grow

h

he

how

-.-

- --

in

is

joss

k

keep

line

- --

---

---

Imp

Loren

wren

oanuel

now

of

open

p

pacific

pass

q

..-

---

- --

-.-

...

quit ..r...
rest - --

right - --

s - --

start 53.31 --- ---

t 24.02 100.00 ---

that 29.97 31.56 100.00

the 20.57 49.91 39.96 21.96 - --

thought 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 --- ---

to 18.08 53.22 28.61 44.30 16.39 100.00 ---

u 10.70 53.87 26.52 30.55 21.80 100.00 21.83 ---

upon 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

use 28.93 58.44 50.34 25.55 32.75 100.00 37.24 29.65 100.00 ---

v 12.08 100.00 39.54 100.00 50.24 100.00 45.59 21.43 100.00 100.00

violet 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

a 22.35 100.00 42.10 100.00 34.51 100.00 32.04 24.45 100.00 50.81 17.98 100.00 ..."

005 21.90 55.94 35.20 34.12 32.54 100.00 32.63 18.39 100.00 31.76 15.20 100.00 15.92 -
wet 41.59 56.34 51.36 47.45 42.60 100.00 44.63 39.70 100.00 46.74 100.00 100.00 59.62 23.51

a 9.39 100.00 32.53 100.00 41.94 100.00 44.41 20.45 100.00 100.00 17.54 100.00 34.13 42.96 100.00 ..

;tray 51.33 32.11 100.00 40.20 54.35 100.00 100.00 50.55 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 49.18 100.00 100.00

y 24.28 53.65 45.38 42.55 26.02 100.00 26.82 21.73 100.00 42.64 39.15 100.00 28.44 26.31 51.07 40.56

yet 41.94 55.19 50.40 38.84 43.30 100.00 41.77 46.46 100.00 45.34 100.00 100.00 48.58 41.41 39.53 100.00

z 12.38 100.00 21.23 51.70 39.11 100.00 26.96 22.99 100.00 47.07 17.77 100.00 30.93 24.75 50.76 18.90

zoo 25.99 100.00 47.18 43.37 36.53 100.00 35.14 34.29 100.00 34.99 34.64 100.00 20.29 20.10 42.04 47.48
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loop
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quit

rest

right

start
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yet

zoo

56.70

51.98
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yet zoo
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Minimum Inter-Class Distance

figure 5-1 versus Word Length
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Minimum, Standard Deviation and Average
figure 5-2 Inter-Class Distance versus Word Length
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figure 5-3 Mean Inter-Class Distance versus Word Length
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figure 5-4 Inter-Class Distance for the Unknown "to"
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Intra-Class Analysis of
figure 5-5 Reference Symbol Class "to"
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figure 5-6 Reference Symbol "the:2"
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figure 5-7 Reference Symbol "t:0"
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figure 5-8 Reference Symbol "a:2"
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figure 5-9 Reference Symbol "to :2"
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figure 5-10 Unknown Symbol uto:0:
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This thesis examined and analyzed pure Cursive Script Recognition,
(CSR), implemented using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) at a word level. The

work encompassed implementation and evaluation of a CSR recognition system

using a pre-processor, followed by vector generation and DTW recognition.

Initial ideas for the pre-processor and DTW were gleaned from the
published work of M. K. Brown and C. C. Tappert, respectively. However, the

algorithms, C language programs, and tools set used in the work for this thesis

were uniquely the work of the author.

Tuning of the CSR system was done to optimize the system's recognition

performance. Normalization was ultimately set to a 32X32 unit matrix cell size

per character. A data reduction scheme was examined and an adaptive
selection of reference symbol class entries was developed.

The angle parameter was measured with respect to the defined origin.

The angle parameter implementation is of significants because it reflects not

only positional information regarding a given data point location within a
character but also with respect to the placement within the word.

In an investigation for improving the effectiveness of the DTW

recognition rate, a cusp parameter was added as an additional weighting factor

to the parameter vector. The cusp parameter improved the recognition rate by

increasing the inter-class distance when testing a given database against itself.

However, the error rate increased, using the cusp parameter, when dissimilar

databases were used for the unknowns and reference symbol set. This increased

error rate was due to dissimilarities and misalignment of the cusps.

Modification of the time warping function in the DTW routine to better
support cusp alignment would be a possible solution.

Vocabulary and symbol generation were selected in such a manner as to

provide insight into the performance of the system proposed and its limitations.
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It was shown that inter-class separation is related to the word length. As

the number of characters in the word increased, the statistical mean for the

inter-class distance increased and the standard deviation decreased.

The set of data, referred to as the unknown symbol database, was used

to test the reference symbol database. The recognition results were :

Reference versus Reference: 100% recognition rate.

Reference versus Unknown: 95.0% recognition rate.

Modified Reference versus Unknown: 99.5% recognition rate.

A fundamental limitation to the work was the large amount of collected

data to be analyzed for class relationships. However, to fully understand the

performance of the algorithms and system as a whole, additional data would

need to be collected from multiple authors in discrete, pure, and mixed cursive

modes.

FURTHER WORK:

It would be very interesting to compare the performance, i.e. the

effectiveness, of the angle parameter used in this research with the angle
parameter (tangent angle of the moving slope) implemented by C.C. Tappert [8].

Additional, it is very likely that the two different angle parameters would
compliment each other, if both were incorporated in the distance metric along

with the height parameter. Since each of the angle parameters reflect different

aspects of the script, the accuracy of the word level recognition should improve.

Higher recognition accuracy should result in either fewer reference symbols

being required or perhaps a more author independent recognition algorithm.

The detection of the number of characters in a word was used in the
scaling algorithm of the pre-processor. This was, in a sense, a recognition task

on its own. While the approach was reasonably consistent from word to word,

it was not always accurate in the number of characters detected. Therefore,

this area of the pre-processor could be improved and should be, especially if

segmentation were to be implemented.

A related issue is improving the author independence. In the case of
this thesis, one clear improvement would have been to increase the resolution of
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the sampled data by re-sampling [12] it at a higher rate before entering the pre-

processor. This process would have reduced the quantization noise, with the

result being that the sampled script would flow or change more smoothly.

Currently DTW, while showing promise, has the major drawback of a

linear increase in recognition time as the number of reference symbols
increases. Although there are ways to reduce the search time via both
hardware and software, the basic constraint still exists.

In order to both improve the author independence and reduce the
recognition time it is proposed that key statistical features could be used to

generate an index address for selecting the most likely reference symbol classes,

thus providing an intelligent search approach in conjunction with DTW. Some

features which could be used are already detected in the pre-processor, such as

minimum and maximum inflection points. One simple derived feature, detected

in the scaling routine, is the number of characters which the given script is

composed of. Other features to be considered are closures, openings, etc..
Index addressing would reduce the number of classes to be searched and could

provide an ordered ranking in the searching for the minimum distance value.

While the pre-processed data is scanned for a set of global features, the

number of occurrences for each global feature would also be noted. As an

example, selecting a system with three global features would provide for eight

possible global classes which could be mapped to by the index address. The

index address would simply be a number, zero through seven. The number

would represent the possible combinations of detected global features in the

word, where zero is none of the global features detected and seven means all

three detected.

The appropriate reference symbol classes would reside in each global

class. The number of occurrences of the global features could be used to
determine the ordering of the reference symbol classes within each global class

when it is placed in a memory array. The number of occurrences detected in

an unknown could then be used to point into the reference symbol space,
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either directly or via a hashing algorithm, to further speed up the recognition

process.
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Appendix B. Code Listing

Jan 08 15:15 1988 main.c Page 1

*include <stdio.h>
#include </graftek/loren/recog/pebbles.h>

FILE *fopen(), *fp;

/*
/* MAIN
/*

*/
*/
*/

/* By Loren Koehler */

/* 11/9/84 */
/* Last Revision: 8/18/87

main()

int flag_print;
int print_seg;
int done;
int command;
char c;
char input(20);

/* int atoi(nptr) */
/* char *nptr; */

initialize) flag =
=flag_print 0;

flag train = 0;
flag noblank = 0;
set 'flag = 0;

num crunch = 0;
num_print = 0;
print_seg = 0;

greset( SOFT );
initialize();

@ 9:00 am */

0; /* templates not loaded */
/* debug mode = 1 */
/* auto save mode = 1 for training */
/* no blank of screen mode = 1 */
/* allow debug of a specific section */

/* no graphics */

/* reset terminal

printf(" Please Enter Your 1st Initial_Lastname \n");
printf(" \n");
scanf(" %s",user_name);

printf("Please enter 't' for toplevel, 'y' or 'p' for numbercrunch \n");
scanf( "%s", input);
c = getchar();
while( c != LF ) c = getchar();

if ( input[02
num_print = 1;

1p I)
/* print all */
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Appendix B. Code Listing - continued

Jan 08 15:15 1988 main.c Page 2

if ( input[0] == 'p' II input[0] == 'y' )(
num_crunch = 1;
if ( num_print == 1 II print_seg == 1)

flag_print = 1;
number crunch();
exit(0);

flag_print = 0;

command = START;
gbeeP();
menu( MAIN, START );
gmenu( ON );

/* disable printf */

/ /
/* START THE SHOW */

/ /
while( ( command = get_command( &command ) ) != QUIT )

switch( command )

case 1:
recog() ;
break;

case 2:
train( PASS );
break;

case 3:
train( LOOP );
break;

case 4:
vw tmplt();
break;

case 5:
draw();
break;

case 6:
/* not_yet(6);
break;

case 7:
verbose();
break;

case QUIT:
command = 8;
break;

finis();
exit(0);

/* Train_tmplt */

/*View tmplt*/

/* Draw - raw */

/* verbose toggle */
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Appendix B. Code Listing - continued

Jan 08 15:15 1988 main.c Page 3

/ /
/* */
/* GET_COMMAND */
/* */

/ /
get_ccumand( cmd )
int *cmd;

)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

char c;

scanf( "%d", cmd );
c = getchar();
while( c != LF ) c = getchar();
return( *cmd );

VERBOSE

toggle between printall
and no print

verbose()

if(numprint == 1)
num_print = 0;
if(numprint == 0)
nu _print = 1;

if( num_print == 1 )(
gtextsize(1);
gtext__color(4);
gmove abs(420,60);
glabei( "VERBOSE" );

)

if(num_print = 0)(
new screen(1);
menu( MAIN, STOP);
gmenu( ON );

)

)

/*/* NEW SCREEN
/*

new screen( color
int color;

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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Appendix B. Code Listing - continued

Jan 08 15:15 1988 main.c Page 4

gkeys( REMOVE LABELS );
background = color;
param init();

/* */

/* RECOVER */
/* 4,1

recover()

d mode = 2;
1 mode = 1;
bickground = 5;
param init();
gmove_abs( 0, 200 );
gtext_size( 8 );
glabel( " STYLUS " );
gmove_abs( 0, 100 );
gtext size( 2 )
glabel( " Cursive Script Recognition ");
gcursor_view( ALPHA, OFF );
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
gtext_size( 1 );
gmove_abs( 0,50 );
gcursor view( ALPHA, OFF );
gcursor_view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
gwait(0); /* wait 0 seconds */
gbeep_wait();
gdelete_line();

/ /
/* */

/* */
/* NUMBER_CRUNCH */
/* 5/27/86 */
/* Last Rev: 1/2/88 Iv
/* Calling Routines - top level */
/* Routines called - same as */
/* recog, less data_cap */
/ /
number crunch()
(

int i;
char chmd[20];
char c;
char input[20);
char temp_name[30];

int flag_dont_reinit;
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int flag_print;
int print_seg;

flag_dont_reinit = 0;
flag_print = 0;
print_seg = 0;

if ( num_print = 1 11 print_seg = 1)
flag_print = 1;

number loop:

printf(" Number Crunch \n");

printf(" Please enter 'o' (tempi gen one),,t' (template gen), 'a' (All Na
scanf( "%s", cmmd);
c = getchar();
while( c!= LF) c = getchar();

if(cmmd[0] = 1o,)(
num crunch = 0; /* allow correct path, matrix read */
matrix_read(RAW,0);
num crunch = 1;
pre_processor();
vector gen();

printf(" Do you want to save the unknown's template ? y or n \n");
scanf( "%s", input);
if( input[0] == 'y')(
printf(" Please input template file name to save under \n");
scanf( "%s", input);
strcpy(matrix_name, input);
sprintf(dir name, "%7s", TPLATEDIR);
matrix_save(TPLATE);

else if(cmmd[0] == 't'){
printf(" Entering the template generation module \n");

for(i=0; i < (name_limit ); i++)(

sprintf(dir name, "%4s ", RAWDIR);
strcpy(matrix name, tmp name[i]);
strcat(dir_name, matrix_name);
strcpy(matrix_name, dir name);

printf("i=%4d,matrix_name = %10s,tmp_name[i]=410s \n", i,matrix_name, tmp_
matrix_read(RAW,0); /* Go read in file */

pre_processor();
vector gen();
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strcpy(matrix_name, tmpname(i));
printf(dir name, "%7s", TPLATEDIR);
printf(" Saving the generated template \n");
matrix save(TPLATE):

)

) /* end of template gen */

else if ( cmmd(0] == 'a' )(

if ( flag_dont reinit == 0)(
flag dont_reinit = 1;
initializel(); /* Load templates */

)

printf(" Please enter user directory to test \n");
c = 0;
scanf( "%s", cmmd);

strcpy( &user_name[0], cmmd );
printf(" User name = %-20s \n", user_name );

matrix_read(RECORDS, 1); /* read in unknown array names */

for( i = 0; i < name_limit; i++){

strcpy( matrix_name, unk_name(i));
sprintf(dir name, "%4s", RAWDIR);
strcat( dir_name, matrix_name );
strcpy( matrix_name, dir_name );
printfri=A4d,matrix_name = %10s,unk name[i] = %10s \n", i,matrix name, u
matrix_read(RAW,0); /* Go read in file */
pre_processor();
vector gen();
elastic_ match();

} /* End for loop */
) /* End if & Match All */

else
if ( flag_dont reinit == 0)(

flag dont_reinit = 1;
initializel(); /* Load templates */

)

printf(" Entering the Elastic Matching module \n");
/* sprintf(user name, "%6s", NAME); */
/* sprintf(matrix_name, "%9s", TPIATEFILE); */

printf("\n"):
printf(" Entering the Elastic Match One Module \n");
printf(" Please enter template name to test ex. apple \n");
printf(" the data will be taken from the raw file \n");

c = 0;
scanf( "%s", cmmd);
if( cmmd[0] = IX 11 cmmd[0] == '\01)(
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)

else
strcpy( &temp_name{0], cmmd );

)

strcpy( 6matrix_name(0],"raw/");
stzcat( matrix_name, temp_name);

printf(" matrix name = %-20s \n", matrix name );

matrix read(RAW,0);
pre_prZcessor();
vector_gen();
elastic match();

)

goto number loop;

/ /
/* */

/* */
/* RE COG */
/* 3/27/86 */
/* Last Rev: 4/8/87 Iv
/* Calling Routines - top level */
/* Routines called - same as */

/* */
/ /
recog()
{

char c;

int flag_print;
int print seg;
flag_print = 0;
print_seg = 0;

if ( numprint == 1 11 print_seg == 1)
flag_print = 1;

if( initialize) _flag == 0){
initializel();
initializel_flag = 1; /* do'nt load the templates again */

data_cap();
sprintf( dir_name,"t4s", RAWDIR);
matrix_save(RAW);
u.vlen = spoint;
preprocessor();
vector_gen();
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elastic_match();

if( num_crunch == 0)(
printf(" Please enter y to continue \n");
c = 'n';
while ( (c = getchar()) != 'y')

/* wait for a carriage return */

menu ( MAIN, START) ;
gmenu( ON );

/ /
/* */

/* */

/* TRAIN */

/* 5/27/86 */
/* Last Rev: 7/3/87 */
/* Calling Routines - top level */
/* Routines called - */
/* This routine allows the */
/* generation of actual tem- */
/* plates. Displayed images, */
/* used in the training, are */
/* first created using the */
/* draw routine. 'iv

/* The initialize routine */
/* and the pebbles.h file */
/* must be updated. */

/* */
/ ***** ************* ******** * ******* /

train(selection)
int selection;
{

int i,j;
int start;
int temp;
int flag_quit;

char c;
char cmmd[203;
char Cl;
char cmmd1(20):

int flag_print;
int print_seg;

=flag_quit 0;

flag_print = 0;
print_seg = 0;

if ( num_print == 1 11 print_seg
flag_print = 1;

,== 1)
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switch (selection)

case LOOP:

for(;;)(
flag_quit = 0;

gcursor_view(GRAPHICS, OFF);
gclear(ALPHA);
gclear(GRAPHICS);
newscreen(1);
gdisplay(GRAPHICS, ON, MENU OFF);
gdisplay(ALPHA, ON, MENU_ON);

gtext_size ( 1 );
gmove abs(0,200);
glabel(" Please enter starting position number ");
scanf("%s", mod);
c = getchar();
while( c != LF) c = getchar();
start = atoi(cmmd);
gmove abs(10,155);
glabeI(" Is this the desired name to start on ? y, n,
gmove abs(10,175);
gtext-size ( 2 );
glabeI( tmp_name(start] );

scanf("%s", cmmd);
c = getchar();
while( c != LF) c = getchar();

if( cmcc1(0] == 'y' )

break;
if( c=md(0] == 'q' )(

flag_quit = 1;
break;

if( flag_quit == 1)(
menu( MAIN, START);
gmenu( ON );
break;

for( i= start; i<= (name_limit - 1); i++)(

display_samp(&i);
flag_noblank = 1;
data cap();

q);

/* End of for loop */

/*

/* quit

/* prevent screen clear
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greset( SOFT );
groove abs (0,175);
gtext:size ( 1 );
gtext color( 2 );
glaber( "
gmove_abs (0,175);
gtext_color( 4 );
glabel( " a :again, q :quit, s :save and continue");

soanf(mts", cored);
c m getchar();
while( c := LF) c = getchar();

if( cmmd[0] == 'q')
break;

if( ommd[03 == 'a')(
i = i-1;
continue;

flag_noblank = 0;
sprintf( dirname, "%4s", RAWDIR);
matrixsave(RAW); /* copy matrixname <- raw/?
u.vlen = spoint;

*/

goto skip_stuff;

pre_processor();
vector_gen();
printf("u.vlen = %d, spoint -d \n ", u.vlen, spoint);
sprintf( dir_name, "%7s", TPLATEDIR);
matrix_save(TPLATE); /* Require manual move of vectors

skip_stuff:

menu( MAIN, START); /* to MASTER/tplate
gmenu( ON );

/* End of forloop
menu( MAIN, START); /*

*1

gmenu( ON );
break;

case PASS:

data cap();
sprintf(dir_name, "%4s", RAWDIR);
matrix_save(RAW);
u.vlen = spoint;
pre_processor();
vector gen();
sprintf(dir_name, "27s", TPLATEDIR);
matrix_save(TPLATE);
menu( MAIN, START); /*
gmenu( ON );
break;

*/

;
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/* End of switch */

/* End of Train Routine */

/ /
/* */

/* */

/* VIEW_TEMPLATE */

/* */

/* 3/4/87 */

/* Last Rev: 7/23/87 */

/* Calling Routines - */

/* Main */

/* Routines Called - *1

/* */

/ /
vw_tmplt()

Char c:
Char input[20];

int flag_print;
int print seg;
flag_print = 0;
print seg = 0;

if ( num_print == 1 print_seg == 1)
flag_print = 1;

matrix_read(RAW,0); /* read in a template for viewing */
re_ draw abs(); *//* draw template
pre_processor();
vector_gen();

printf(" Do you want to save the unknown's template ? y or n \n");
scanf( "%s", input);
if( input[0] == 'y')(
printf(" Please input template file name to save under \n");
scanf( "%s", input);

stropy(matrix name, input);
sprintf(dir name, "%7s", TPLATEDIR);
matrix_save(TPLATE);

/* elastic match(); */

/* if( num_crunch == 0) { */

/* printf(" Please enter y to continue \n"); */

/* c = 'n'; */

/* while ( (c = getchar()) := 'y') */

/* /* wait for a carriage return */
/* ) 4
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menu( MAIN, START);
gmenu( ON );

/*
/*
/* DRAW
/* 4/20/87
/* Last Rev: 4/20/87
/* Calling Routines -
/* Routines called -

/*

draw()

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

top level */
same as */

*/

int flag_print;
int print seg;
flag_print = 0;
print_seg = 0;

if ( num_prinZ == 1 11 print_seg == 1)
flag_print = 1;

data cap();
sprintf(dir_name, "%4s", RAWDIR);
matrix_save(RAW);
menu( MAIN, START);
gmenu( ON );

/*
/*

*/
*/

/* INITIALIZE */
/* 4/8/86 */

/* Last Rev: 7/23/87 */

/* Calling Routines - Train */

/* Routines called - */
/

*/

Initialize()

int i;
char temp_name(30];

matrix read(RECORDS,0); /* read in template file names */
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/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

initializel()

int i;
char temp_name(30);

/* Initialize template array

if( num_crunch != 1)(
gtext_size (1);
gtext_color(4);
gmove_abs (0,200);
glabel(" Please wait, Initializing template arrays ");

)

if( num_crunch == 1)(
printf(" Please wait, Initializing template arrays \n");

)

INITIALIZE 1
4/8/86
Last Rev: 7/23/87
Calling Routines - Train
Routines called -

*/

*1

*/

sprintf( temp name, "%8s", MASTER);
sprintf( matrix_name, "%7s", TPLATEDIR);
strcat( temp_name, matrix name); /* MASTER/tplate

for( i=0; i<= (name limit - 1); i++){ /* go read in a template */

strcpy( dir_name,temp_name);
strcpy( matrix_name,tmp_name(i));
strcat( dir name, matrix_name);

matrix_read(TPLATE, i);
)

if( num crunch != 1)(
gmove_abs (0,170);
glabel(" Initialization Complete, Please select a Softkey

)

DISPLAY_SAMP
4/8/86
Last Rev: 6/6/87
Calling Routines - Train

/* End of Initialize
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/* Routines called - */

/*
*/

/ /
display_samp(pi)
int *pi;

int i;

int flag_print;
int print_seg;
flag_print = 0;
print_seg = 0;

if ( numprint == 1 print_seg == 1)
flag_print = 1;

/* flag_train = 1; /* Get names of files */
/* strcpy(matrix_name, train_name(*pi));
/* matrix_read(RAW,0); /* Go read in the file */
/* flag_train = 0;
/* re_draw abs(); /* Draw the raw file */

gcursor view(GRAPHICS, OFF);
gclear(ALPHA);
gclear(GRAPHICS);
new screen(1);
gdisplay(GRAPHICS, ON, MENU OFF);
gdisplay(ALPHA, ON, MENU ON);

gtext_size ( 2 );
gmove abs(20,240);
laaber(tmp name(*pi));

gmove_abs (0, 200);
gtext_size ( 1 );
gtext color( 4 );
glaber ( "Please draw the shown template using the tablet, thanks!");
gmove_abs (0, 150);
gtext_size ( 2 );
gtext color ( 2 );
glebe' ( "

/* Return

/ /
/* */

/* */

/*DATA_CAP */
/* */

/ /
data_cap()

)
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process:(
greset ( SOFT );
tablet_config();
get_loc();

/*
/*/*TABLET_
/*
/* 11/9/84
/* Last Rev: 4/20/87
/*
/*

*/

C O N F I G */
*/
*/
*/
*/

tablet_config()

d mode = 1;
1:Mode = 1;
background = 1;

if ( flag_noblank == 0)(
param_init();

gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
tablet ( XFER MODE, ASYNCH );
tablet ( RESOLUTION, LOW RES );
tablet ( DATA MODE, ASCII' );
tcursor ( PEN RODE, PEN DOWN );
gdisplay ( ALPHA, OFF, M2NU_OFF );
gdisplay ( GRAPHICS, ON, MENU_OFF );

gmove_abs(0,200);
xold = 0;
yold = 200;

/*/* GET_LOC
/*
/* Last Rev: 9/12/87
/*

get_loc()

int x,y,z;
int count;

*1
it/
*1
*1
*/

/* cursor entry point */
/* init sample (point - 1) *1
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x,y,z = 0;
spoint = 0;
count = 0;
/* xold, yold defined in tablet config */

for(;;)

getdata: sense_g_cursor(&x,&y);
if (x = xold && y == yold )(/* skip duplicates */

count++;
if ( count < 20)
goto getdata;

count = 0;
if( x == 0 && y == 200)

goto getdata;

if (y<5)
break;

/* collection hasn't started */

/*if < 5 then done */

if(abs(x-xold) < 11 && abs(y-yold) < 11)(
gdraw (xold,yold,x,y); /* no skip-draw char*/
z = 1; /* pendown=1, penup=0 */

)

if(y<5)
break;

if( z == 0)(
if(xa(spoint-1] == xa(spoint - 21)(
/* delete x,y(spoint-1] */
xa[spoint-1] = x;
ya(spoint-1] = y;
za(spoint-1] = z;
xold = x;
yold = y;
z 0; /* reset to penup */

)

else
xa[spoint] = x;
ya(spoint] = y;
za(spoint] = z;

++ spoint;
xold = x;
yold = y;
z = 0;

)

)

if( z == 1)(
xa[spoint] = x;
ya[spoint] = y;

/* store absolute x,y */

/* skip >10 => penup @ z=0 */

/* reset to penup */

/* store absolute x,y */
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za[spoint] = z; /* skip >10 => penup @ z=0 */

++ spoint;
xold = x;
yold = y;
z = o; /* reset to penup */

}

) /* end for */

gcursor view (GRAPHICS, OFF);
gdisplay (ALPHA, ON, MENU ON);

/*/* RE_DRAW_ASS
/*

redraw abs()

int i;
int scal_x;
int scal_y;

scal_x = 1;
scal_y = 1;
greset( SOFT );
gcursor view(GRAPHICS, OFF);
gclear(ALPHA);
gclear(GRASHICS);
new screen(1);
gdisplay(GRAPHICS, ON, MENU_OFF);
gmoveabs(0,200);

for (i=1; i < spoint; i++)(
if ( za[i] == 1 ){
gdraw(xa[i-1] * scal x, ya[i-1] * scal_y, xa[i] * scal x, ya[i] * scal_y);

gdisplay(ALPHA, ON, MENU ON);

/* end of redraw abs */

/*/* RE_DRAW_REL
/*

redraw rel()
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int i;
int scal_x;
int scal_y;

scal x = 2;
scal_y = 2;
greset( SOFT );
gcursor view(GRAPHICS, OFF);
gclear(ALPHA);
gclear(GRAPHICS);
new screen(1);
gdisplay(GPAPHICS, ON, MENU_OFF):

for (i=2; i < spoint; i++)(
if ( za[i) == 1)(
gdraw(xrel[i-1] * scal_x, yrel[i-1] * scal_y, xrel[i] * scal_x, yrel[i] * scal_

gdisplay(ALPHA, ON, MENU ON);

/*/* MATRIX_SAVE
/* 5/27/86
/* Last Rev: 7/29/87
/*

matrix save(selection)
int selection;

/* end of redraw rel

int i;
char data[60), datal[60];

int flag_print;
int print_seg;
flag_print = 0:
print_seg = 0;

if ( numprint == 1 II print_seg
flag_print = 1;

switch(selection)

case RAW:

SIM 1)

gmove_abs(0,270):
gtext size(1);
glaber(" Please Enter Name to store array under
gmove_abs(0,260);
gcursor_view(ALPHA, ON );
scanf(" 4s", matrix name);

*1
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sprintf(data,"%29s",DATAF/LE); /* data <- DATAFILE */

strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data, user_name);
strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data, dir_name);
strcat(data, matrix_name); /* concatenate strings */
strcat(datal,data);
strcat(datal,".sp");

fp = fopen( datal, "w4-*);
if (fp == NULL) {

printf("Cant't open %s\n", matrix name);

fprintf(fp, "%4d \n", spoint);
fclose(fp);

fp = fopen( data, "14+");
for (i=0;i < spoint; i++)

fprintf(fp, "%4d %4d %4d %4d %4d \n", i, xa[i], ya[i], za[i], cp[i]);

);
fclose (fp);
break;

case RECORDS:
break;

case MATE:
sprintf(data,"%29s", DATAFILE);

strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data, user_name);
strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data, dir_name);
strcat(data, matrix name);
strcat(datal, data);
strcat(datal, ".sp");

fp = fopen ( datal, "w+");
if (fp == NULL)
printf("Cant't open U\n", datal);

fprintf(fp, "%4d \n", u.vlen);
fclose(fp);

if(flagprint == 1)(
printf("disc path = %s\n",data);

fp = fopen( data, "w + ");
for (i=0;i < u.vlen; i++)
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fprintf(fp, "%4d %4.4f %4.4f %4d %4d %4d\n", i, u.vang[i], u.vyscale[i], 1

if( flag_print = 1 )(
printf("i,vang,vyscale,vy,vx, %4d %4.4f %4.4f %4d %4d %4d\n", i, u.vang[

fclose (fp);
break;

/* end of switch */

/* end of matrix save */

/ ***** ************* ******************

/*
*/

/* MATRIX_READ */

/* 5/27/86 */

/* Last Rev: 1/02/88 */

/* Calling Routines - num_crunch */

/* vw_tmplt */
/* Routines Called - None */

/ /
matrix read(selection, element)
int selection;
int element;

int i, len:
char data[60], datal[60];
Char buffer[256];

int flag_print;
int print_seg;
flag_print = 0;
print seg = 0;

if ( num_print == 1 II print_seg
flag_print = 1:

switch ( selection )

case RAW:

Sin 1)

/* select dir
/* class element

*
*/

if( nun crunch == 0 && flag_train == 0)( /* Calling file places */

/* string into matrix name */
/* if flag_ == 1 */

gcursor view(AIPHA, ON );
printf(" Please Enter Array file name to READ \n");
gmove abs(0,260);
glabel(" raw/ records/ tplate/ ");
scarf (" %s", matrix name); /* Tplate/templatename */
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sprintf(data,"%29s",DATAFILE); /* data <- DATAFILE */

if(flag_train == 0)( /* In train mode skip
/* skip this block

strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data, user_name);
strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data, matrix_name);

if (flag train = 1)(
strEat(data,"/");
strcat(data, matrix_name);

strcat(datal,data);
strcat(datal,".sp");

fp = fopen( data]., "r");
/* printf("the filepointer fp = %d \n",(int)fp);

if(fp = NULL)
printf("Cant't open %s\n", datal);

)

fscanf(fp, "%d", &spoint);
fclose(fp);

u.vlen =

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("open filename = %s \n",datal);
printf("spoint = %4d\n",spoint);

)

fp = fopen( data, "r+");
for (i=0;i<spoint; i++)(
fscanf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d", &i, &xa[i], &ya[i], &za[i], &cp(i));
if(flagprint == 1)(
printf("%4d %4d it4d $4d %4d \n", i, xa[i], ya[i], za[i], cp[i]);

)

)

fclose(fp);
break;

case RECORDS:

if (element == 0)(
sprintf(data,"%29s",DATAFILE);
strcat(data,MASTER);
strcat(data,"records/");

/* data <- DATAFILE */
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strcpy(datal,data);
strcat(datal,"tmpl_number");

fp = fopen( datal, "r");
/* printf("the filepointer fp = %d \n",(int)fp);

if(fp == NULL)
printf("Cant't open %s\n", datal);

)

fscanf(fp, "%d", &name_limit);

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("open filename = %s \n",datal);
printf("name_limit = %d\n",name_limit);

)

strcat(data, "tmpl name");

fp = fopen( data, "r+");

for (i=0;i<name_limit; i++){
fscanf(fp, "%s ", tmp_name[i]);

if(flag_print = I) (
printf("#=%d tmpl=45 \n", i, tmp_name(1));

)

)

fclose(fp);

*/

break;
) /* end if element = 0 */

if(element = I)(
sprintf(data,"%29s",DATAYILE); /* data <-
strcat(data,"/");
strcat(data,user_name);
strcat(data,"/records/");

DATAPILE

strcpy(datal,data);
strcat(datal,"tmpl_number");

fp = fopen( data1, "r");
/* printf("the filepointer fp = %d \n",(int)fp);

if(fp == NULL)
printf("Cant't open %s\n", datal);

)

fscanf(fp, "%d" , &name limit);

if(flag_print ==
printf("open
printf("name_

1)(
filename = %s \n",datal);
limit = %d\n",name_limit);

*/
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strcat(data, "tmpl_name");

fp = fopen( data, "r+");

for (i=0;i<name_limit; i++)(
fscanf(fp, "%s ", unk name(i));

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("#=%d tmpl=45 \n", i, unk name(i));

)

)

fclose(fp);

break;
)

/* end if element = 1 */

case TPLATE:

sprintf( data, "%29s", DATAFILE);
strcat( data, dir_name);

strcat(datal,data);
strcat(datal,".sp");

fp = fopen( datal, "r");

if(flagprint == 1)(
/* printf("the filepointer fp = %d \n",(int)fp); */

)

if (fp = NULL) (

printf("Cant't open %s\n", dir name);
)

fscanf(fp, "%d", &class[element].vlen);
fclose(fp);

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("open filename = %s \n",datal);
printfrelement=%4d,class(element].vlen = %4d\n",element, class(element)

)

fp = fopen( data, "r+ ");

for (i=0;i<class(element).vlen; i++)(
fscanf(fp, "%d %f %f %d %d %d", &i, &class(element].vang[i], &class(elem

if(flagprint == 1) (
prIntf("%4d %4.4f %4.4f %4d %4d %4d \n ", i, class(element].vang[i],

)

)
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strcpy( class(element].name,tmp_name(element]);
if(flag_print == 1)(

printf(" element = %4d, class(element].name = %10s \n", element, cla

fclose(fp);
break;

/* */

/*PRE_PROCESSO R *1
/* */
/* 5/20/86
/* Last Rev: 10/26/87 */
/* Calling Routines - */
/ * vw tmplt */
/* *1

pre_processor()

char c(20];

int flag_print;
int print_seg;
flag_print = 0;
print seg = 0;

if ( num_print == 1 II print_seg
flag_print = 1;

1)

/* End of switch *1

/* End of matrix_save */

/* printf(" Pre Processor \n"); */

crit_pts();

if ( num_crunch = 1 && flag_print == 1)(
printf(" Please enter CR for continue or Y for Crit_pts_debug \n");
scanf(" %s",c);
if (c(0] == ,y,)(
crit_pts_dbuq();

)

crit_pts mark(); /* external segment

baseln gen();

if( num_crunch == 0)(

printf(" Please enter CR for continue, q for quit or Y for Baseln_plot \n");

scanf(" %s",c);
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)

if (

)

if (c[0] == 'cr)(
gmenu( ON);
exit(0);

if (c(0] == 'y')(
baseln_plot();

printf(" \n");
printf(" Please enter y to continue - Rot/translation\n");
while ( (c[0] = getchar()) 1= 'y')

/* wait for a carriage return */

/* End if flag_print */

rot_tran();
printf("\n theta angle = %f \n", theta_score);

nua_crunch == 0)(
printf(" Please enter y to continue Scaling\n");
while ( (c[0] = getchar()) != 'y')

/* wait for a carriage return */

scale();

if ( num crunch == 0)(
printf(" Please enter y to continue \n");
while ( (c[0] = getchar()) != 'y')

/* wait for a carriage return */
)

/* smooth();
/* deskew();

/* *1
/* PARAM_INIT *1
/* Cl

paraa_init()

x_scale = 1.0; /*
y scale = 1.0; /*
theta = 0.0: /*
x_tran = 0.0; /*
y_tran = 0.0, /
gcolor_pair( 2 );
gimage( background );

)

Initializes the global transformation
parameters which are continually updated
as each transformation operation is ap-
plied to the transformation matrix ' T '
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/*/* FINIS
/*

finis()

*/
*/
*/

gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
new screen( 4 );
gkeys( REMOVE LABELS );

3gtext_size( );
gmove_abs( 200, 180 );
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
glabel( " BYE "); /* debug */
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
sleep( 1 ); /* debug */
gline_mode( 1 );
gmove_abs( 200, 180 );
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
glabel( " BYE "); /* debug */
gcursor_view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
gline mode( 2 );
glabel color( 0 );
gmove_abs( 100, 180 );
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
gtext size( 4 );
glabel( " BYE "); /* debug */
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
sleep( 1 ); /* debug */
gclear( GRAPHICS );
gdisplay( GRAPHICS , OFF, MENU OFF );
gcursor_view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
gcursor view( ALPHA, ON );

/ /
/* */
/* MAIN_SELECT */
/* */

/ /
main select( format ) /* Main program menu display */
int format;

char *11, *12, *13, *14,
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4,

gbeep() ;
switch( format )

case START:

*15,
*s5,

*16,
*56,

*17,
*s7,

*18;
*58;

11 = "RECOG GET LOC
sl = "1\012";

";
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12 = "TRAIN 1PASS";
s2 = "2\012";
13 = "TRAIN LOOP ";
s3 = "3\012";
14 = "VIEW TMPLT ";

s4 = "4\012";
15 = "DRAW - RAW ";
s5 = "5\012";
16 = "NOT USED ";
s6 = "6\012";
17 = "VERBOSE TOGGLE";
s7 = "7\012";
18 = "QUIT STYLUS ";
s8 = "8\012";

/* Fl */ printf( "\033&f%da%dk%dc%dd%diAdV%s%s",
XMIT, ONE, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 11, sl );

/* F2 */ printf( "\033&fida%dk%dc%dd%d1WV%s%s",
XMIT, TWO, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 12, s2 );

/* F3 */ printf( "\033&f%da%dk%dc%dd%dl%dV%s%s", XMIT, THREE, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE,
/* F4 */ printf( "\033&f%da%dk%dc%dd%d1WV%s%s",

XMIT, FOUR, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 14, s4 );
/* F5 */ printf( "\033&f%da%dli%dc%dd%d1 %dV%s%s",

XMIT, FIVE, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 15, s5 );
/* F6 */ printf( "\033.9f%da%dk%dc%dd%dl%dV%s%s",

XMIT, SIX, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 16, s6 );
/* F7 */ printf( "\033.9f%datdk%dc%dd%d1 %dV%s%s",

XMIT, SEVEN, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 17, s7 );
/* F8 */ printf( "\033&f%da%dk%dc%dd%dl%dV%s%s",

XMIT, EIGHT, SEVEN, FIFTEEN, ONE, ZERO, 18, s8 );

break;

new screen( 1 );
d mode = 2;
1mode = 1;
gmove_abs( 0, 200 );
gcursor view( ALPHA, OFF );
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );
gkeys( USER_ON );
gcursor view( GRAPHICS, OFF );

/ /
/* */

/* MENU */
/* */

/ /
menu( mode, selection )
int mode;
int selection;
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int xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax;

xmin = DEVICE LO_X;
ymin = DEVICE_LO_X;
xmax = DEVICE HI X;
ymax = DEVICE HI_Y;
switch( mode )

case MAIN:
switch( selection )
{

}

case START:
gcursor view( ALPHA, OFF );
ginit();
garea bdy( SET, 1 );
gkeys( REMOVE LABELS );
gdelete_line();
recover();
cur _x = DEVICE LO_X;
cur, = DEVICE LO Y;
gmove_abs( cur x, cur_y );
main select( START );
break;

case STOP:
gcursor view( ALPHA, OFF );
ginit();
garea_bdy( SET, 1 );
gkeys( REMOVE LABELS );
gdelete_line();
d mode = 2;
1Mode = 1;
Piram init();
cur x = DEVICE LO_X;
cur_y = DEVICE:LOY;
gmove_abs( cur_x, cur_y );
main select( START );

/* End Main */

atoi(s)
Char sj);

int i, n, sign;

for( i=0; s(i) == ' 11 sji] '\n' 11 stil '\t'; i++)

sign = 1;
if( s[i] w= '+' II s[i] '-')
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sign = (s(i++) == '+') ? 1: -1 :
for ( n = 0; s(i) > '0' && s(i) <= '9'; i++)
n = 10 * n + s(i) - '0';

return( sign * n) ;
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#include <stdio.h>
#include </graftek/loren/recog/pebbles.h>

/****** ******* ******** ******** ******/

/* */
/*CRIT_PTS */
/* 5/21/86 */

/* Last Rev: 6/5/86 */

/* */
/* Calling Routine - pre_processor */
/* Routines Called - xchk */
/** ***** ****************************/
crit_pts()

{

int dn, m, n, nl, n2, Err Flag, ncount;
int temp, tempi;

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print_seg= 0;
flag_print = 0;

dn, m, n, nl, n2, Err Flag, ncount = 0;
cptotal = 0;
temp, tempi = 0;

if( num_print == 1 II print_seg == 1 )

flag_print = 1;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf(" Crit pts \n");

while( n < spoint) { /* while loop */

for(;;){
xchk(&m, &Err_Flag, &n);

if (flag_print =- 1)(
printf(" m,errflag,n=Ad,%d,%d\n",m, Err Flag, n);
printf(" cptotal = %4d \n", cptotal);

if (n > (spoint -1)) {

ncount = 1; /*set fall thur flag
to test while
condition */

break;
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start_over: Err Flag = 0;

if(m < 0)
break;

/* reset retrograde
Error Flag, set in
xchk routine */

) /* end for */

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("at search_4min\n");

search_4min: do( xchk(&m, &Err_Flag, &n);

if(n > (spoint -1)) (

ncount = 1;
break;

if (Err Flag ==1)
goto start_over;

while(m < 0 && ncount == 0);

/*set fall thur flag */

/* search 4 min point */
/*1"???stop */

/* end of do-while */

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("found a min\n");

if(m == 0 && ncount == 0)(/* found a # of
points@ m=0

for(n1=n;(y@Chl]=Ya(n1-11);n1++);
/*inc till Yn#Yn-1*/

for(n2=n1;(xa(n2]==xa(n2-1]);n2++);
/*now inc till Xn+On+-1*/

if(xa(n21 < xa(n2-1])( /*retrograde ? */
n= n2;
goto start_over;

temp ((ya(n21-ya(n1-1])/(xa(n21-xa(n1-1]));
tempi = ((ya(n21-ya(n1-1])%(xa(n2I-xa(n1-1]));

if (flag_print == 1) (
printf(" n1=%d\n", n1);
printf(" n2=4d\n", n2);
printf(" xa(n21 = %d\n", xa(n21);
printf(" xa(n2 -1J = %d\n", xa(n2-1]);
printf(" xa(n1-1] = td\n", xa(n1-1]);
printf(" ya[n2] = %d\n", ya(n2]);
printf(" ya(n1-1] = %d\n", ya(n1-1]);
printf("temp = W\n",temp);
printe("templ=%d\n", tempi);

if( temp < 0 II tempi < 0)(
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if (flag_print = 1)(

if (flag_print == 1)(

n = n2;
nl = 0;
n2 = 0;

/* update array pointer */

printf("found local min- goto search_4min\n");

goto search 4min; /* local min, not c.p. */

else if(ncount == 0)(
dn = abs((n2-n)/2); /* # of == y values */

printf("dn = %d\n", dn);

++cptotal;
cp[(n-1) + dn] = 1;
cpx[cptotal] = xa[n+dn];
cpy[cptotal] = ya[n+dn];

n = n2;
nl = 0;
n2 = 0;

else if( ncount
++cptotal;
cpqn-l] = 1;
cpx[cptotal] =

/* update array pointer */

/* end else */
/* end if */

= 0){ /* Only one min. point */

/* mark cp in raw array */
xa[11-1]; /* packed array for

baseln_gen */

ya(11-1];cpy[cptotal] =

/* end else */

if (flag_print = 1)(
printf("cptotal = %d\n", cptotal);
printf(" cpx[cptotal] = %d \n ", cpx[cptotal]);
done: printf(" cpy[cptotal] = cpy[cptotal]);

) /* end while loop */
/* end crit_pts() */

/ **************** ***************/

/* */

/* XCHK */
/* 5/21/86 */

/* Last Rev: 6/5/86 */
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/* */

/* Calling Routines - crit_pts */
/* Routines called - NONE */
****** * ***** ************ *******

xchk(m, Err Flag, n)
int *m, *Eri_Flag, *n:

int Dx, Dy, Flag, nvalid, ncount, slope, slopemod;

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print_seg = 0;
flag_print = 0;

Dx, Dy, nvalid, ncount = 0;
slope, slopemod = 0;
*Err Flag = 0;

if( num_print = 1 il print_seg == 1 )

flag_print = 1;

start: nvalid = *n;

do(
++ *n;
if( *n > spoint )
ncount = 1;
break;

Dx = (xa[*n] - xa(nvalid]);

/* end do
while (Dx = 0 && ncount == 0);

if( Dx < 0 && ncount == 0 )(
*Err Flag = 1; /* error if ret-wyzade => startover -next level up
goto start;

else if(ncount = 0)(
Dy = (ya(*n] - ya(nvalid]);

slope = (Dy/Dx);
slopemod = (Dy%Dx);

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf(" slope = %d\n", slope);
printf(" slopemod = td\n", slopemod);

if(slope > 0 slopemod > 0)
*m = 1;

else
if(slope = 0 && slopemod == 0)

*m = 0;

/* slope */
/*find fractional part */
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else
if(8lope < 0 11 slopemod < 0)
*m = -1;

) /* end if */

if (flag_print == 1) (
printf("nvalid = %d\n", nvalid);
printf( " *n = %d\n",*n);
printf(" Flag =%d\n", Flag);
printf(" Dx = %d\n", Dx);
printf("Dy = %d\n", Dy);
printf( "*m = %d\n", *m);
printf(" \n");
)

return(*m, *Err_Flag, *n);
) /* end xchk */

/***** ****** *************************/

/* */

/*CRIT PT S DBUG */

/* */
/* 6/5/86 */
/* Last Rev: 6/5/86 */

/* */
/* Calling Routines - pre_processor */
/* Routines calles - none */
/ /
crit_pts_dbug()
(

int x, y, i;
xold, yold, x, y, i = 0;

tablet_config();

xold = xa(0];
yold = ya(0];

for(i = 1; i<spoint; i++)(
x = xa[i];
y = ya(i];

gdraw(xold, yold, x, y);

xold = x;
yold = y;

if(cp(i] == 1)(
gdraw(x,(y-9), x, (y+5));

)

/* initialize the screen */

/* segmentation bar */

/* end for */
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gdisplay (ALPHA, ON, MENU_ON);

/****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * */

/* */

/*BASELN_GEN */

/* */

/* 6/6/86 */

/* Last Rev: 2/24/87 */

/* Calling Routines - pre_processor */
/* Routines Called - */

/* */

/* PURPOSE: *./

/* Base line generator */

/* calculates the slope of a line */
/* between a minimum point (CP) and */
/* all the other CP's. */

/* The slope with the highest number*/
/* of occurances is chosen as the */
/* most likely slope. */
/********************** ***** *********/
baseln_gen()
(

/* end crit_pts_dbug */

int i, j, m, n, flag_found, temp, tempi, temp2, tempi;
int groupl, groupl_pt, group2, group2_pt, group3, group3_pt;
int groupl old, groupl_pt_old, group2_old, group2_pt_old;
int pnt, pntmax;
int Dx, Dy, slope, slopemod,slopetotal;
int num slp_mth(1000], slope val(1000];
int cp_inchor(501[301, cp_trialpnt[501(301;
int oldx, xcenter;

float fraction, slopemod_val(1000];

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print_seg= 0;
flag_print = 0;

j, m, n, flag_found, temp, tempi, temp2, tempi = 0;
groupl, groupl_pt, group2, group2_pt, group3, group3_pt = 0;
pnt, pntmax = 0;
Dx, Dy, slope, slopemod, slopetotal = 0;
fraction, baseln_slope = 0.0;

if( nu _print = 1 II print_seg == 1 )

flag_print = 1;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("Routine - Base line generation \n");
printf("cptotal = %d\n", cptotal);
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)
for( i = 1; i <= cptotal; i++)

if (flag_print == 1) (
printf("forouter loop = %d\n", i);
)

/* i=1 -> n-1 */

for( j = i+1; j <= cptotal; j++) ( /* i+1 -> n */

if (flag_print = 1)(
printf("for inner loop = %d\n", j);
)

DY = cPY[j] CPY(i);
Dx = cpx[j] - cpx[i];
if (Dx = 0)
goto next; /* inc in inner for */

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("cpy[j], cpy(il = %d \n", cpy(j], cpy(i]);
printf("Dy = Dy);
printf("cpx(j], cpx[i] = %d %d \n", cpx[j], cpx(i]);
printf("Dx = %d\n", Dx);
)

slope = Dy/Dx;
slopemod = Dy%Dx;

++slopetotal; /*keep track of total */
/*number of slopes */
/*generated */

/* start of additions 1/22/87 */
/* Finding the actual grouped size of the fraction */
/* quantize slopemod to one of three values */

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("slope = %d\n", slope);
printf("slopemod = %d\n", slopemod);
)

if(slopemod = 0)
fraction = 0.0;

if(abs(slopemod) > 0)
temp = Dx/slopemod;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("Dx/slopemod = %d\n", temp);

)

if (abs(temp) >= 7)
fraction = 0.0; /*NOTE - float;, */
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if (temp >=. 2 && temp < 7)
fraction = 0.5; /* @ 0.5 */

if (temp <= -2 && temp > -7)
fraction = -0.5; /* @ -0.5 */

if (temp <2 && temp > 0) /* @0.75 */
fraction = 0.75;

if (temp > -2 && temp < 0) /* @-0.75 */
fraction = -0.75;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("fraction = %4.2f\n", fraction);

/* Now Sort the slope into its group */

flag_found = 0; /* reset flag */

for( pnt = 1; pnt <= pntmax; pnt++)( /* Search to see if */
/*new slope is unique */
/*or already existant */

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("forloop pnt = %d\n", pnt);

if( slope_val(pnt] == slope)(
if(slopemod val(pnt] == fraction)(

++num slpmth(pnt]; /*If existant INC count */
/*of that slope */

cp_anchor(pntl(num_slp mth(pnt]] = i;
cp_trialpnt(pnt](num_slp mth(pnt]] = j;
flag_found = 1; /*found match, doNOT

/*grow array

if (flag print == 1)(
printf( "inner if - 1st block\n");
printf("pnt =, pntmax =%d %d\n", pnt, pntmax);
printf("num slp_mth(pnt] = %d\n",num slp_mth(pnt]);
printf("cpanchor =td\n", cp_anchor(fintmax][num_slp_mth[pnt]]);
printfrcp_trialpnt =Ad\n",cp_trialpnt(pntl(num_slp_mth(pnt]1);
printf("flag_found = %d\n", flag_found);
printf("slopetotal = %d\n", slopetotal);
printf("****************************************************.);
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)
)

break;

if( flag_found
++pntmax:
++numslp mth[pntmax];
slope__val[pntmax] = slope;
slopemod val[pntmax] = fraction;
cp_anchor[pntmax][num_slp mth[pntmax]]
cp_trialpnt(pntmax][num_smth[pntmax]]

- 0) (

/* end inner if
/* end outer if */

/* end innermost for*/

/* grow array by 1 */

=
j;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("Inner if - 2st block\n");
printf("pnt =, pntmax = %d %d \n", pnt, pntmax);
printf("num slp_mth[pnt] = %d\n",num_slp mth[pntmax]);
printf("cp_anchor =Id\n", cp_anchor[pntmax][num_slp_mth[pntmaxj1);
printf("cp trialpnt=%d\n",cp_trialpnt[pntmax][num slp_mth[pntmax]]);
printf( "flag_found = %d\n", flag found);
printf("slopetotal = %d\n", slopitotal);
printfr** ***** ********************************* ***** *******.);

) /* end if
next:

if (flag_print = 1)(
printf("skip bik, Dx=0 \n"); /* inc for loop

) /* end inner for
/* end outer for

/* Find Group with highest occurance of a slope */
/* 2/16/87 *1

groupl, group2, group3, groupl_pt, group2_pt, group3_pt = 0;

for i = 1; i <= pntmax; i++)(

if ( num_slp_mth[i] > groupl)(
groupl old = groupl:
grouplipt_old = groupl_pt;

groupl = nun slp_mth[i];
groupl_pt = I;

if ( groupl old > group2)(
group2 old = group2;
group2 _pt _old = group2_pt;
group2 = groupl old;
group2_pt = groupl_pt old;

/*Group contains # of */
/*slopes found

/*Largest group
/*Group Location

*/

*
*1
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goto get_next;

if (group2_old > group3)(
group3 = group2_old;
group3_pt = group2_pt_old;

if (groupl_old > group3)(
group3 = groupl_old;
group3_pt = groupl_pt_old;

goto get_next;
)

if(num_slp mth(i] > group2)(
group2 old = group2;
group2_pt_old = group2_pt;
group2 = num sip mth(i];
group2_pt = I;

if (group2_old > group3)(
group3 = group2_old;
group3_pt = group2_pt_old;

)

goto get_next;
)

if(num_slp mth(i] > group3){
group3 = num_slp mth(i];
group3_pt = 1;

get_next:

if (flag_print = 1)(
printf("1=,group1=,group2=,group3= %d %d %d %d \n", i,groupl,group2,group3);
printf("i=,groupl_pt=,group2_pt=,group3_pt= %d %d %d %d \n", i,groupl_pt,group2_pt

/* end for */

/* Group >= 55* of CPtotal ? */
/* (Total # of slopes/}islopes in group) */

/* 1/24/87 */
/* Last Revised: 3/3/87 */

if (flag_print = 1)(
printf( "slopetotal /2 = %d\n", slopetota1/2);

if (groups >= (slopetotal /2) 11 (groups) /2 >= group2){
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if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("slopetota1/2 %d\n", slopetotal /2);

baseln_slope = slope_val[grouplpt] + slopemod_val[groupl_pt];
/* end if */

else if (group2 > (slopetota1/2))
baseln_slope = slopeyal[group2pt] + slopemodyal[group2_pt];
else if (group3 > (slopetotal /2))
baseln_slope = slope_val[group3_pt] + slopemod_yal[group3_pt];

else
if (groupl >= group2 && group2 >= group3)(

baseln_slope = slope_val(groupl_pt] + slopemod_yal[groupl_pt];
baseln_slope = (baselnslope + slope_val[group2_pt] + slopemod

if (groupl >= group2 && group3 >= group2)(
baseln slope = slope_val[groupl_pt] + slopemod_yal[groupl_pt];
baseln_slope = (baseln_slope + slope_val[group3_pt] + slopemod_

else
baseln_slope = slope_yal[groupl_pt] + slopemod_yal[groupl_pt];
baseln_slope = (baseln_slope + slope_yal[group3_pt] + slopemod_

yal[group2_pt])/2;

val[group3_pt])/2;

val[group3_pt])/2;

/* end else */

if (flag_print = 1) (
printf("baseln_slope = %4.2f\n", baseln_slope);

/* Pick xcp, ycp */
/* printf("Picking xcp, ycp\n"); */

xcp = 0;
oldx = 0;
if( cptotal > 1)(
xcenter = (abs((cpx[cptotal] - cpx[1])/2) + cpx(1]);

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("Xcenter = %4d \n", xcenter);

)

for(i = 1; i <= groupl; i++)(

j = cp_anchor(groupl_pt](i];

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf(" j = %2d \n", j);
printf("for loop i = %2d \n", i);

)

if(abs(cpx(jJ - xcenter) < abs(oldx - xcenter))( /* search for */
/* cpx closest */
/* to center */

oldx = xcp;
xcp = cpx[j];
YcP = cPYCil;

if (flag_print = 1) (
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)

)

printf("oldx = %2d, xcp = %2d, ycp = %2d \n", oldx, xcp, ycp);

if( num_crunch == 0)(
gtext_size(1);
gtext_color(2);
gmove_abs( xcp, ycp );
glabel( "^"); /* mark the central c.p. */

/* end of if */

/* End if */
/* End for */
/* End if */

/* Exception processing for the */
/* existance of only 1 critical point */

if( cptotal == 1)(
xcp = cpx(1];
ycp = cpy(1];
cp_anchor[1][1] = 1;
num slp_mth(1] = 1;
groupl_pt = 1;
cp_trialpnt(1][1) = 1;

)

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("xcp =, ycp = %d %d \n",xcp,ycp);
)

j = cp_anchor(groupl_pt](num_slp mth(11];
xmin = cpx(j]; /* note location of first minimum */
ymin = cpy(j]; /* For use in drawing a base line */
j = cp trialpnt(groupl_ptl(num_slp mth(groupl_pt]];
xmax = cpx[j];
ymax = cpy(j];

if( num_crunch = 0)(
gtext_size(1);
gtext_color(3);
gmove_abs( xmin, ymin );
glabel( "X" );
gmove_abs( xmax, ymax );
glabel( "X" );
gdraw (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax);
) /* end of if

) /* end of basln_gen

/ /
/* */
/* ROT_TRAN *1

/* *1

/* 2/23/87 */
/* Last Rev: 10/26/87 */
/* Calling Routines - pre_processor */
/* Routines Called - *1
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/*
/* PURPOSE:
/*

rot_tran()

int i, x, y;
float theta;

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print seg = 0;
flag_print = 0;

xoffset = 10;
yoffset = 164;

if( num_print == 1 II print_seg == 1 )
flag_print = 1;

/* positioning of final script */

/* Calculate angle of rotation thee */

theta = atan(baseln_slope);
theta score = theta;
theta = 0.0;

/* printf("Theta = %3.5f\n", theta); */

/* Translate to relative origin position */
if(flag_print == 1) (
printf("translation to rel cordinates \n");

for(i = 0; i < spoint; i++)(
xrel[i] = xa(i] - xcp;

if( xoffset > xrel[i])(
xoffset = xrel[i];

yrel[i] = ya[i] - ycp;
if( yoffset > yrel[i])(
yoffset = yrel[i];

/* pick most neg #

/* pick most net # */

if (flag_print = 1) (
printf("i, xoffset,yoffset,xrel[i], yrel[i] = %4d $4d $4d %4d %4d \n", i, xoffse
)

)

if( theta > 0)(
for(i=0; i<spoint; i++)(

xrel[i] = (xrel[i]*cos(theta) + yrel[i]*sin(theta));
yrel[i] = (xrel[i]*sin(theta) - yrel[i]*cos(theta));

)

) /* Negative Rotation done */
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if( theta < 0)(
for(i=0; i<spoint ; i++)(

xrel[i] = (xrel[i]*cos(theta) - yrel[i]*sin(theta));
yrel(i] = (xrel[i]*sin(theta) + yrel(i]*cos(theta));

/* Positive Rotation done */

xoffset = abs( xoffset); /* change as required */
yoffset = abs( yoffset) + 30; /* use 30 as additional yoffset */

/* Translation phase */

for (i=0; i < spoint; i++)(
xrel[i] = xrel[i] + xoffset:
yrel[i] = yrel[i] + yoffset;

if(flag_print -= 1)(
printf("i, xrel[i], yrel[i] = %4d %4d %4d \n", i, xrel[i], yrel[i]);

if( num_crunch == 0)(
redraw rel();

/* End of Rot Tran */

/* BASELN_ PLOT
/*
/* 2/24/87
/* Last Rev: 4/6/87
/* Calling Routines
/* Routines Called
/*
/* Purpose
/* Draw baseline of
/* script using critical
/* point origin

baseln_plot()

re_draw_abs();

xmax = (xa[spoint-5]) + 10;
ymax = (baseln_slope * (xmax - xcp)

gdraw (xcp, ycp, xmax, ymax);

if(xcp > 0)(

/* End for loop

/* draw translated image

ycp);
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ymin = (baseln_slope * (xmin - xcp)
gdraw (xmin, ymin, xcp, ycp);

/ ******* ****** ******** *****
/*

***** /
*/

/* SCALE */
/* */
/* 3/12/87 */
/* Last Rev: 10/21/87 *

/* Calling Routines -

/* Routines Called */
/* */
/* Purpose */
/* Scale relative */
/* script in the x and y */
/* orientation using a */
/* histogram approach
/ ******** ************* ********** /

scale()
{

+ YcP);

char c_input[20];
char junkinput(20];

int i, k, x, char_num, char size;
int ybot, ytop;
int scale_x, scale_y;

int yvalue(1000), xvalue(1000];
int max_y, max x, mean_y, maxxcount;
int orgx, originy;
int xavg;
int deltamin;

/* between xavg and an
int delta[9];
int final_len;

int counter;
int max delta;
int max element;
int differ;

float templ, temp2, xscale, yscale;
float fy, fxvalue, sigma;
double iptr, frac, modf(), temp:

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
int flag char num;
int flag_disable_reduc;

print_seg = 0;

/* vars for manual char num */

/* vars for y scaling */

/* vars for x scaling */

/* Histogram origin axis*/
/* # of x crossings */

/* smallest difference */
existing horizontal threshold */

/* window size, 5 points */
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flag_print = 0;
flag_char_num = 0;

flag_disable_reduc = 1;

/* allows manual input of 4 of chars */
/* when flag set = 1 */

/* allows skip of reduction routine */
/* when flag set = 1 */

/* initialization */

x, char_num = 0;
yscale, max x, max_y = 0;
deltamin, final_len = 0;
xscale = 0.0;
yscale = 0.0;
ytop = 0;
ybot = 32;
mean_y = 0;
MIX xcount = 0; /* largest 4 of occurances of x for a given y */
orgx = 0; /* x offset of histogram */
originy = 0; /* y offset of histogram */
char size = 32;
xoffset = 100;
yoffset = 30;
scale_x = 2; /* Draw scaled script */

scale_y = 2; /* Draw scaled script */
xavg = 0;

counter = 0;
max_delta = 0;
max element = 0;
differ = 0;

fy, fxvalue, sigma, iptr, frac, temp = 0.0;

if( num_print == 1 11 print_seg == 1 f set_flag == 1)
flag_print = 1;

/* Calculate ytop and ybot

for ( i = 0; i < spoint; i++)
if ( ytop < yrel(i] ) /* find maximum y value */

ytop = yrel[i];
if ( ybot > yrel[i] ) /* find minimum y value */

ybot = yrel[i];
if(flag_print == 1)
printf("i = %4d, yrel(i] =44d, ybot =44d\n",i,yrel[i],ybot);

/* end for loop *1

if( flag_print == 1) (
printf("ybot =, ytop = $4d %4d \n", ybot, ytop);

/* Histogram Generation *1

printf ( "Histogram generation \n");
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for ( i = 1; i < spoint; i++)(

yvalue[yrel[i]] = yrel[i]; /* Sort
if( yrel[i] > max_y) /* Keep track of
max_y = yrel[i]; /* Upper Limit

if( xrel(i] > max_x)
max_x = xrel[i];

xvalue[yrel[i]] = xvalue(yrel(i]] + 1; /* increment x count
if(xvalue(yrel[i]] > max_xcount)
max xcount = xvalue[yrel[i]];

) /* End of for loop

yvalue[0] = yvalue[1];
xvalue[0] = 0;
originy = ybot;
orgx = max_x + 10;

if( flag_print == 1)(
printf("yvalue[0] =, xvalue(0] =, originy =, orgx = %4d %4d %4d %4d \n",yvalueCO

)

if( flag_print == 1)(

printf( "max_y=, max x=, max xcount= %4d %4d %4d \n", max_y, max x, max_xcount);
for( i=0; i < max_y; i++)(
printf("i=, xvalue[i]=, yvalue[il= %4d %4d %4d \n", i, xvalue(i], yvalue[i]);
) /* End of for loop */

) /* End of If */

if( num crunch == 0)(

/* Draw Axis for Histogram *7

gdraw(orgx*scale_x, originy*scale_y, orgx*scale_x, originy + ytop*scale_y);
gdraw(orgx*scale_x, originy*scale_y, (orgx+max_xcount+10)*scale_x, originy *scale

)

if( flag_print ==1)(
printf("Drawing Axis for Histogram \n");
printf(" Y axis: x0 =, y0 =, xl =, yl = $4d %4d %4d %4d \n",orgx*scalex, originy*
printf(" X axis: x0 =, y0 =, xl =, yl = %4d %4d %4d %4d \n",orgx*scale_x, originy*
)

/* Draw Histogram */

if( num_crunch = 0)(

for ( i = ybot +l; i <= max_y; i++)(

if( yvalue(i] = 0 && xvalue[i] == 0)( /* Avoid down strokes
yvalue[i] = i; /* on the graph
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)

) /* end if */

gdraw((xvalue(i-li+orgx)*scale_x, yvalue(i-1]*scale_y, (xvalue(il+orgx)*scale
gdraw((xvalue[i]+orgx)*scale_x, yvalue(i -11*scale_y, (x-value[i]+orgx)*scale_x

if( flag_print = 1)(
printf("Drawing Histogram \n");

for ( i = ybot; i <= max_y; i++)(

if( yvalue(i] == 0 && xvalue(i] = 0)( /* Avoid down strokes
yvalue(i] = i; /* on the graph

)

printf("Xaxis: x0 =, y0 =, xl =, yl = $4d %4d %4d %4d \n",(xvalue[i-1]+orgx)*
printf("Yaxis: x0 =, y0 =, xl =, yl = %4d %4d %4d 14d \n",(xvalue(il+orgx)*sc

)

)

/* Probability Density Function
/* Calculate mean

for( i=1; i <= max_y; i++) /* sum of crossings */
sigma = sigma + xvalue(i);

if( flag_print ==1)(
printf(" Calculate mean \n");
printf(" max_x =, max_y =, sigma = %4d $4d %4.2f \n", max x, max_y, sigma);
)

/* end if */

for ( x = ybot; x <= max_y; x++)(
fxvalue = xvalue(x];
fy = fxvalue/sigma;
temp = temp + fy * yvalue(x];

if( flag_print == 1)(
printf("fy =, meant' = %4.2f %4.2f \n", fy, temp);
)

)

mean_y = temp; /* Convert float to integer

/* Drawing the Y mean */

if ( num_crunch == 0)(
gdraw(orgx*scale_x, mean_y*scale_y, (5+maxxcount+orgx)*scale_x, mean_y*scale_y);
)

if (flag_print = 1)(

printf(" DRAWING THE Y MEAN \n");
printf("Ymean: x0 =, y0 =, xl m, yl = $4d %4d %4d %4d \n",orgx*scale_x, mean_y*sca
)
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/* Finding # of x crossings at mean y */
/* Pick actual horizontal threshold */

for( i = 1; i <= 5; 1++)( /* 4 of x crossings for meany +- 2
xavg = xavg + xvalue[(meany - 3) + i];

xavg = xavg/5;

if (flag_print = 1)(
printf(" xvalue[meany] = A4d \n", xvalue(mean_y]);
printf(" xavg = A4d \n", xavg);
printf(" Picking an actual threshold \n");

)

for( i = 1; i <= 5; i++)(
delta(i) = abs(xvalue[(mean,y - 3) +i] - xavg);

)

deltamin = 3;
if( delta(3] > delta(2])(
deltamin = 2;

)

if( delta[deltamin] > delta(4]){
deltamin = 4;

)

if( delta(deltamin] > delta[1])(
deltamin = 1;

)

if( delta(deltamin] > delta[5])(
deltamin = 5;

)

mean_y = meany - 3 + deltamin;

if(
i
xvalue[meany] == 0)(
= 0;
for ( ;;)( /* exit

if( flag_print ==1)(
printf("i =, mean_y

if( xvalue[mean_y - i]
if( flag print ==1)(
printf("1 =, mean_y-i

mean_y = mean_y - i;
break;

)

/*
/*
/*

assuem mean_y is best */

search for xvalue closest to */
xavg */

@ first non zero value *

*/

xvalue(mean_y] = A4d $4d A4d \n",i, mean_y, xval

:= 0)(

, xvalue(mean_y -i] = A4d A4d A4d \n",i, (mean_y)-i,

if( xvalue(mean_y + J.] != 0)(
if( flag ,print ==1)(
printf("1 =, mean_y+i =, xvalue[mean_y+i] = A4d A4d A4d \n",i, mean_y+i, x

mean_y = mean_y + i;
break;
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)

if( mean_y == 0)(
if( flag_print == 1)(
printf("hit lower bound: mean_y = %4d \n", mean_y);

*/break; /* hit lower bound
)

i= i+ 1;
)

)

/*

)

/* if not working correct !!*/
*/

*
*/

/* add inc upper bound

/* End of for loop
/* End outer If

if( flag_print == 1)(
printf(" mean_y = %d\n", mean_y);

Draw Horiztonal Threshold on the Histogram */

if( flag_print == 1) (
printf(" DRAWING THE THRESHOLD \n");

}

if( num crunch = 0)(
gdraw( 10, mean_y*scale_y, orgx*scale_x, mean_y*scale_y);

gtext_size(1);
gtext_color(3);
gmove abs(orgx * scale x, (originy * scaled) -15);
glabei("4 of x crossings for a given y");

/* Calculate # of characters
temp = xavg/2.65;

if( flag_print == 1)(
printf("xavg/2.56 = %4.3f \n", temp);

frac = modf(temp, &iptr); /* round to nearest 0.5 */

if( flag_print == 1)(
printf("Integer part: %g; Fractional part: %g \n", iptr, frac);

)

if( frac >= 0.5)
iptr = iptr + 1;

if( iptr == 0)
iptr = 1;

char_num = iptr;
gdisplay (ALPHA, ON MENU_ON);

/* Correction for # of xing < 0.5 */
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/*
/*

Routine to allow manual input of character number */
for the X scaling ; Only allowed during a screen session

if (flag_ char_num == 1)(
/* if( nun crunch = 0)(

/*
)

*

printf(" Manual # of characters specified ? y/n \n");
scanf ( "%s",junkinput);
cinput[0] = getchar();
while ( c_input[0] i= LF) c_input[0] = getchar();

if ( junkinput[0] == 'y')(
printf(" \n");
printf(" Please input the number of Characters in the word \n");
scanf ( "%s", junkinput);
while ( cinput[0] := LF) c_input[0] = getchar();
char_num = atoi(junkinput);

*/

printf(" # of characters detected = $4d \n ", char_num);
printf("\n");

/* X Scaling

final_len = char_num * char size;'
if( max x final_len)(

tempi = max x;
xscale (tempi /final_len);
for ( i = 0; i < spoint; i++)(
tempt = xrel[i];
xrel[i] = (temp2/xscale);

)

*1

/* max x = word len */

/* scale down */

/* convert to float */
/* max x > final len */

/* scale down
/* xregil/xscale

if( flag_print ==1)(
printf(' X SCALING down \n");
printf("final len = %4d \n", final_len);
printf("max_x= %4d \n", max_x);
printf("xscale = %4.4f \n", xscale);

)

) /* End if

if( max_x < final_len)( /* scale up
tempi = max x;
xscale = (final_len/templ); /* max_x < final len
for ( i = 0; i < spoint; i++)(
tempt = xrel[i];
xrel[i] = (temp2*xscale); /* scale up */

)

if( flag print ==1)(
printf(" X SCALING up \n");
printf("final_len = %4d \n", final_len);
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printf("max_x = %4d \n", max_x);
printf("xscale = %4.4f \n", xscale);
)

)

/* Y Scaling

if( flag_print ==1)(
printf(" Y SCALING \n");
)

tempi = ytop - ybot;
yscale = ( templ/char size);
if( flag_print = 1)(
printf("yscale = %4.4f \n", yscale);

)

for ( i = 0; i < spoint; i++)
tempi = yrel[i);
yrel[i] = (tempi / yscale);

)

if( num_crunch = 0)(

/* Draw Scaled Relative Data */
for ( i = 1; i < spoint; i++)(

if(za(i] =1)(
gdraw(xrel[ i-1]+xoffset,yregi-1]+yoffset,xrel[i]+xoffset,yrel[i]+yoffset);

)
)

}

/* End if */

/* convert

if( flag_disable_reduc != 1)(

printf(" Strip excess characters ? yin \n");
scant ( "%s",junkinput);
c input[0] = getchar();
while ( c input(0] != LF) c_input[0] = getchar();

if( junkinpUt[0] = 'y')(

/* Strip out extra data points */

if(flagprint == 1)(
printf(' striping out extra data points \n");
)

i = 0;

while( i < (u.vlen -1))(
if( xrel[i] == xrel(i+1] && yrel[i] == yrel(i+1])(

shift down(i+1);
goto begin;

)

/* delete duplicates */
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begin:
if(flag_print == 1)(

printf("start i, xrel(i], yrel[i] %4d, %4d, %4d \n",i, xrel[i], yrel[i]);
printf("xrel(i+1], xrel(i+2), yrel[i+1], yrel[i+2]%d,%d,%d,%d\n",xrel[i+1],xrel

}

if( xrel(i] == xrel[i+1])( /* find 4 of Xi */
counter = 0;

for(;;)(
if( xrel(i] == xrel(i+1+counterl )

counter = counter + 1;
else(

break;

) /* End for loop */
if( counter > 3 )( /* Search for min/max y */
max delta = 0;
max element = 0;
fort k=1; k < counter; k++)( /* Xi to Xi+n -1 */

differ = abs(yrel[i] - yrel(i+k]);
if( differ > max delta)(
max delta = differ;
max_element = (i+k);

/* End of if */
/* End of for */

for( k=1; k < counter; k++)( /* Strip extra Xi out */
if( xrel[i] == xrel[i+1] && (i+k) != max_element)

shift_down(i+1);
) /* End of for */

} /* End of if */
} /* End of if */

if( yrel[i] = yrel[i+1])( /* Search for extra y */
if( yrel[i] = yrel(i+2])(
shift down(i+1);
goto begin;

)

)

if(flagprint == 1) (
printf("end i, xrel[i], yrel(i] %4d, %4d, %4d \n",i, xrel[i], yrel[i]);

)

i = i+1;
) /* End of while */

) /* End of terminal prompt enable */
/* End of scaling disable flag */

/* End of scaling segment */

shift_down(i)
int i;

int j;
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int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print_seg = 0;
flag_print = 0;

if( num_print == 1 print_seg == 1 )
flag_print = 1;

if(plag_print a 1) (
printf(" shifting down\n");

for( j = i; j < u.vlen; j++)(
xrel(j] = xrel(j+1];
yrel(j) = yrel[j+1]:

u.vlen = u.vlen - 1;
/* End of shift down */
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#include <stdio.h>
#include </graftek/loren/recog/pebbles.h>

FILE *fopen(), *fp;

/ /
/* */
/*VECTOR_GEN */

/* */

/* 4/16/87 */

/* Last Rev: 9/26/87 */

/* */

/* Calling Routines: *1

/* - Train */

/* Routines Called: */

/* */
/ ******* ***** ******** ********/
vector_gen()

int i;
int current max;
int offset;
int flag_compute;
float temp,tempx, tempy;
float deltaxl, deltax2;
float deltayl, deltay2;
float theal, thea2;
float absolute();

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print_seg = 0;
flag _print = 0;

current max, offset = 0;

if( num_print = 1 II print_seg == 1)
flag_print = 1;

if (flag_print == 1) (
printf(" Vector Generation module \n");

for( i = 0; i < u.vlen; i++)(

/* initialize u.vcusp[i] for multi-loop computations */
u.vcusp[i] = 0;

if ( xrel[i] = 0 )(
temp = 0;

else
tempy = yrel[i]; /* Convert to float
tempx = xrel[i];
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temp = tempy/tempx;
)

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("temp = %4.4f \n", temp);

)

u.vang[il = atan(temp);
u.vy[i] = yrel[i];

if( tmax(current_max, u.vy[i]))(
current max = u.vy[i];
offset = i;

)

u.vx[i] = xrel[i];

/* Cusp point detection

if( i <= 1 )(
u.vcusp[i] = 0;

)

/* find max #

/* first 2 points cannot */
/* have cusps */

if( i > 1)(
flag_compute = 0;
if((xrel[i -1] > xrel[i]) && (xrel[i] < xrel[i+1]))f

flag_compute = 1;
}

else

else

else

if((xrel[i -1] < xrel[i])
flag_compute = 1;

)

if((yrel[i-1] > yrel[i])
flag compute = 1;

)

if((yrel[i -1] < yrel[i])
flag_compute = 1;

)

&& (xrel[i] > xrel[i+1]))(

&& (yrel[i] < yrel[i +l]))(

&& (yrel[i] > yrel[i+1]))(

if( flag_compute == 1)(
deltaxl = xrel[i] - xrel[i -1];
deltax2 = xrel[i+1] - xrel[i];

deltayl = yrel[i] - yrel[i -1];
deltay2 = yrel[i+1] - yrel[i];

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("xrel[i-1]=%d,xrel[i]=%d,xrel[i+1]=%d \n",xre10.-1],xrel[i],xrel[i+1]);
printf("yrel[i-1]=%d,yrel[i]=%d,yrel[i+1]=%d \n",yrel[i-1],yrel[i],yrel[i+1]);
printf("deltaxl =%f, deltax2 =%f, deltayl-%f, deltay2 =%f\n",deltaxl,deltax2,d

)

if( deltaxl == 0 )(
theal = 0;

)
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else theal = deltayl/deltaxl;

if( deltax2 == 0 )(
thea2 = 0;

)

else thea2 = deltay2/deltax2;

if( absolute(theal - thea2) <= (P//4))
u.vcusp[i] = 1; /* mark cusp

else u.vcusp[i] = 0;

if (flag_print == 1) (
printf("abs(theal - thea2 )= %f\n", absolute(theal-thea2));
printf("u.vcusp[i] = %d \n", u.vcusp[i]);

)

*/

/* end flag_compute */
/* end i > 1 */

if (flag print == 1) {
printf("1=%d, u.vy[i]=%d, u.vx[i]=%d, u.vang[i]=%4.4f, u.vcusp[i]=14:1\n", i, u.v
) /* End of if */

) /* End of for loop */

/* Generate u.vyscale[i] *1

/* scale to the range of PI */

for( i=0; i < u.vlen; i++)(
tempy = u.vy(i]; /* convert to float
tempx = current_max; /* convert to float
u.vyscale[i] = (tempy /tempx) *PI;
if (flag_print == 1) {

printf("i= %4d, u.vyscale[i] = %4.4f\n", i, u.vyscale[i]);
)

)

) /* End of vector_gen

/* FUNCTION - tmax */
/* find larger of 2 integer numbers */
tmax(a,b)
int a,b;

if ( a>b )
return ( (int) 0);

else
return ( (int) 1);

)

/*/*ELAS
/*

*/

TICMATCH */
*/

*1
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/* 4/16/87
/* Last Rev: 10/26/87
/*
/* Calling Routines:
/*
/* Routines Called:
/* save_path
/*

elastic_ match()

int i,j,k,l; /* unknown = i, proto = j*/
float temp, do, dl, d2, wminO, wminl, wmin2;
float d[150][500];
float D(150];
int integernum;
int current min;
int offset;
int End;
int cmp_len;
int flag_test;
int flag_store_path;
int tempor0, temporl, tempor2, tempor;

char path_name[20];

float absolute();

int print_seg;
int flag_print;
print_seg = 0;
flag_print = 0;
flag_test = 0; /* 1 means DTW includes Cusps as weighting */
flag_store_path = 0; /* 1 means allow storing path to disc */

wminO, wminl, wmin2 = 0.0;
do, dl, d2 = 0.0;
temp = 0.0;
End = 0;
cmp_len = 0;

if( num_print == 1 II print_seg == 1)
flag_print = 1;

if (flag_print == 1) (
printf;" Elastic Match module \n");

if (flag_store_path == 1)(
printf("\n Please Enter filename to store match path to \n");
scanf(" %s",path_name);
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)

if (flag_test == 0)(

for(k = 0; k <= (name limit -1); k++)(
End = 0;

wminl = absolute(u.vang(0] - class[k].vang[0]);
temp = (2*PI)- wminl;
if( temp < wminl)(
wminl = temp;

)

d[k][0] = wminl + absolute(u.vyscale(0] - class(k].vyscale(0]);

path unk[0] = 0;
path _proto(0] = 0;
path_score(0] = d[k](0];

if(flag_print == 1) (
printf("k = $4d, class[k].vlen = %4d\n",k, class(k].vlen);
)

/* compare length */
cmp len = class(k].vlen;

ii(class(k).vlen < u.vlen)
cmp_len = u.vlen;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("cmp_len = %4d,u.vlen =A4d,class(k].vlen =44d\n",cmp_len,u.vlen,class(

)

for( 1 = 1; 1 < cmp_len; 1++)(

if( 1 > u.vlen - 1)(
j = u.vlen - 1;
i = 1;
End = 0;

)

/* len of unknown < len of template */
/* stay @ last point of template */

else if( 1 > class(k].vlen - 1)( /* unknown > template
j = 1; /* stay @ end of template
i = class(k].vlen - 1;
End = 1;

)

else ( j = 1;
i = 1;
End = 0;

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("k = %4d,i=%4d,j=%4d,End=%4d\n",k,i,j,End);

)
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if( End == 0)( /* Not at end of template
wmin0 = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang(i-1]);
temp = (2*PI)- wmin0;
if( temp < wmin0)(
wmin0 = temp;

)

dO = wmin0 + absolute(u.vyscale[j] - class[k].vyscale[i-1]);

)

wminl = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang[i]);
temp = (2*PI)- wminl;
if( temp < wmin1)(
wminl = temp;

)

dl = wminl + absolute(u.vyscale[j] - class[k].vyscale[i]);

d[k][i] = dl;
path unk[1] = j;
path_proto[1] = i;

if( dO < dl)(
d[k][i] = d0;
path_unk[1J = j;
path_proto[1] = i-l;

)

wmin2 = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang(i+1]);
temp = (2*PI)- wmin2;
if( temp < wmin2){
wmin2 = temp;

)

d2 = wmin2 + absolute(u.vyscale[j] - class[k].vyscale[i+1]);
if( d2 < d[k][i]){
d[k][i] = d2;
path_unk(11 = j;
path_proto[1] = i+1;

)

path_score[1] = d[k][i];

if( End= 1)(

wminl = absolute( u.vang[j] -
temp = (2*PI)- wminl;
if( temp < wminl)(
wminl = temp;

d[k][i] = wminl + absolute(u.
path_unk[1] = j;
path_proto[1] = i;
path_score(1] = d[k][i];

)

/* Summing up the vectors

/* End of if

/* Unknown > template
/* at end of template

class[k].vang[i]);

vyscale[j] - class(k].vyscale[i]);

*/

/* End of if

*/
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D[k] = D(k] + d[k)[i];

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("wmin0,wminl,wmin2 =44.4f,%4.4f,%4.4f,d0,d1,d2=%4.4f,%4.4f,%4.4f\n",w
printf("\t u.vang[ j],class(k].vang(i)=%4.4f,%4.4f\n",u.vang(j),class(k).vang
printf("D(k)=%4.4f,d(k)(i)=A4.4fAt u.vyscale(j1,class(k).vyscale(j).44.4f,%

printf("\"D[k]=\"%4.4f \"d(k)(i]=\"%4.4f \n",D[k],d(k)(i));
)

/* End of inner for loop

/* if(flag_print == 1)( */
printf(" End of template compare - %s \n ",class(k].name);
printfr \n");

if ( flag_store_path == 1)(

if ( strcmp(class(k).name ,path name) == 0 )(
save_path(path_name, cmp_len); /* go save the array

)

)
/* End of outer for loop

)
/* end if flag_test = 0

/*
/* DTW with cusp
/*

*/*/

if (flag test == 1)(

for(k = 0; k <= ( name_limit - 1); k++){
End = 0;

wminl = absolute(u.vang(0] - class(k).vang(0));
temp = (2*PI)- wminl;
if( temp < wminl)(
wminl = temp;

)

d(k)(0] = wminl + absolute(u.vyscale(0) - class(k).vyscale(0]);

tempor = abs(u.vcusp(0] - class(k).vcusp(0]) *2;

d(k][0] = d[k)[0] + tempor;

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf("k = %4d, class(k).vlen = %4d\n",k, class(k].vlen);
printf( "abs(u.vcusp(0] - class(k).vcusp(0)) = %d\n", tempor);

)

/

ie/
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/* compare length */
cmp_len = class[k].vlen;

if(class[k].vlen < u.vlen)
cmp_len = u.vlen;

if (flag_print == 1)(
printf("cmp_len = %4d,u.vlen *44d,class[k].vlen =44d\n",cmp_1en,u.vlen,class[

)

for( 1 = 1; 1 < cmp_len; 1++)(

if( 1 > u.vlen - 1)(
j = u.vlen - 1;
i = 1;
End = 0;

)

/* len of unknown < len of template */
/* stay @ last point of template */

else if( 1 > class[k].vlen - 1)( /* unknown > template
j = 1; /* stay @ end of template
i = class[k].vlen - 1;
End = 1;

)

else ( j = 1;
i = 1;
End = 0;

if(flag_print == 1) (
printf("k = %4d,i=44d,j=44d,End=44d\n",k,i,j,End);

)

if( End == 0){ /* Not at end of template */
wmin0 = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang(i-1]);
temp = (2*PI)- wmin0;
if( temp < wmin0)(
wmin0 = temp;

dO = wmin0 + absolute(u.vyscale[j] - class[k].vyscale[i-1]);
temper() = abs(u.vcusp[j] - class[k].vcusp(i-1])*2; /* weighting of 3.5 */
dO = dO + tempor0;

wminl = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang[i]);
temp = (2*PI)- wminl;
if( temp < wminl){
wminl = temp;

dl = wminl + absolute(u.vyscale[j] - class[k].vyscale[i]);
tampon = abs(u.vcusp(jj - class[k].vcusp[i])*2:
dl = di + tempori;

d[k][i] = dl;
if( dO < dl)(

d[k][i] = d0;
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)

wmin2 = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang[i+11);
temp = (2*PI)- wmin2;
if( temp < wmin2){
wmin2 = temp;

d2 = wmin2 + absolute(u.vysoale[j] - class[k].Vyscale[i+1]);
tempor2 = abs(u.vcusp[j] - class[k].vousp[i+1])*2;
d2 = d2 + tempor2;

if( d2 < d[k][i])(
d[k][i) = d2;

)

if( End == 1)(

wminl = absolute( u.vang[j] - class[k].vang[i]);
temp = (2*PI)- wminl;
if( temp < wminl){
wminl = temp;

/* End of if */

/* Unknown > template */

/* at end of template */

)

d[k][i] = wminl + absolute(u.vyscale[j] - class[k].vyscale[i]);
d[k][i] = d[k][i] + abs(u.vcusp[j] - class[k].vcusp[i-1]);

)
/* End of if

/* Summing up the vectors */
D[k] = D[k] + d[k][i];

if(flag_print == 1) (
printf("wmin0,wminl,wmin2 =%4.4f,%4.4f,%4.4f,d0,d1,d2=%4.4f,%4.4f,%4.4f\n",w
printf("\t u.vang[j],class[k].vang[i]=44.4f,%4.4f\n",u.vang[j],class[k].vang

printf("D[k]=3/44.4f,d[k][i]=%4.4f,\t u.vyscale[j],class[k].vyscale[j]=44.4f,%4
printf("u.vousp[j]=Ad,class[k].vcusp[i]=%d\n",u.vcusp[j],class[k].vcusp[i]);
printf(" u.vcusp[j] -class.vcusp[i -1] =%d\n", tempor0);
printf(" u.vousp[)]-class.vousp[i] =%d\n", temporl);
printf(" u.vcusp[j] -class.vcusp[i+1] =%d\n", tempor2);

)

)
/* End of inner for loop

if(flag_print == 1)(
printf(" End of template compare - %s \n",class[k].name);
printf("

)

/* End of outer for loop

)
/* end if flag test = 1

-\n") ;
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for(k = 0; k <= ( name_limit - 1); k++)(
if( D[k) < 61)(

/* printf("name = %s, k =44d, D[k] = %4.4f \n",class[k).name, k, D[k)); */
printf("\"%s\" %4.4f \n",class[k].name, D[k]);

)

) /* End of outer for loop */

/* Find smallest D[k] 0/

offset = 0;
current min = 10000;
for( i=0: i <= ( name_limit -1 ); i++)(
integernum = D[i]; /* convert float to integer */

if( twin( current min, integernum))(
current min = D[i];
offset = i;

)

if (flag _print == 1) (
printf("i=84d,current_min=%4d,offset=%4d \n",i,current_min,offset);

)

printf("current min = %d, offset = %d template=%s\n", current_min, offset, tmp_nam

printf(" \n");

)
/* End Elastic match

/* FUNCTION absolute
float absolute(x)
float x;

if ( x < 0)(
x = -x;

)

return(x) ;
)

tmin(a,b)
int a,b;

if (a < b)
return((int)0);

else
return((int)1);

save_path(path name, cmp_len)
char path name[20];

0/
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int crap...len;

char data[50];
int i;

sprintf (data, "%29s", DATAFILE);
strcat (data, "/");
strcat (data, user_name);
strcat (data, "/score/");
strcat (data, path_name);

printf(" path specified to store score under %s\n", data);
printf(" the length of the file (cmp_len) %d\n", cmplen);

fp .., fopen ( data, "w+");
if ( fp NULL) (
printf(" Can't open %s\n", data);

fprintf(fp,"%s \n", data);

fprintf(fp,"\n%s\n", "unknown, proto, path_score");

for ( i 0; i < clop len; i++){
fprintf(fp, "%d %a %f\n", path unk[i], path_proto[i], path_score(i]);
printf( "%d %d %f\n", path unk[i], path_proto[i], path_score[i]);
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*include <stdio.h>
*include <math.h>

*define SOLID 1
*define NOP 0

#define BOTH 2 /* Selector to clear alpha & graphics screens *1
*define Y_AXIS 0 /* Selector for reflection about y-axis *1
*define X AXIS 1 /* Selector for reflection about x-axis *1
*define IN ORIGIN 2 /* Selector for reflection about origin */

#define YEQUALSX 3 /* Selector for reflection about y==x */

*define YEQNEGX
*define DEF_BCXGND

4
4

/*
/*

Selector for reflection about y=-x
Default background color is BLUE

/
*2

/* UTILITY DEFINITIONS: CONSTANTS
/* which may/may not normally belong in */

/* other routines, but which are defined */

/* here for global utility. Most of the */

/* constants are used in the device */

/* driver, for example, but are useful */
/* in MAIN as well. */
/* Were this a general purpose graphics */

/* package, more separation would be */

/* necessary, of course. */

/ /
/* SCREEN ABSOLUTES */

#define GXMAX 512
#define GYMAX 390
/ /
/* MODE SELECTORS *// /
/* Reset Selectors */ /* Used by greset() *// /
#define FULL 0
/* GRAPHICS defined below also as a screen selector */
#define SELECTIVE 2
#define SOFT 3

#define HARD 4

/* Screen Selectors */ /* Used by gcursor view(), gdisplay()/ /
#define ALPHA 0
*define GRAPHICS 1
#define TEXT 2

*define BOTHAandG 3

/ /
#define LOCX 0

#define UNLOCK 1
#define USER ON 2

*define MODES ON 3

#define REMOVE LABELS 4 /* Selectors for gkeys */
*define MSG OFF 5

*/
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#define MESSAGE 6

#define ENABLE 7
#define UNABLE 8 /* DISABLE defined below */
/ /
/* Toggles */

/ /
#define ON 0 /* Works with gmenu(), gdisplay() */
#define OFF 1 /* gcursor view(),... */
#define UP 0 /* Works with gpen() */
#define DOWN 1
*define MENU ON
#define MENU OFF
#define INSERT
*define REMOVE 1/ /
/* Color Selectors */
/ /
#define RGB
#define HSL 1

/ /
/* Dither Patterns *// /
#define USER DEFINED 1 /* default */
#define VIOLET 2
#define BROWN 3
#define ORANGE 4 /* burnt orange */
#define GOLD 5
#define LIME 6
#define TURQUOISE 7
#define RED 8
*define GREEN 9

#define BLUE 10
#define WHITE 11
#define BLACK 12

/ /
/* Area Selectors */

/ /
idefine SET
#define DISABLE 1
*define LIFT 2

#define LOWER 3/ //* TABLET */

/ /
*define ZERO 0 /* ONE also required, but defined below
#define LOW RES
#define HIGH RES
#define TOGGLE 0
Idefine RESOLUTION 1
#define XFER MODE 2

#define PEN MODE 3

#define DATA MODE 4
#define SYNCH 0
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#define ASYNCH 1
#define PT PEN MODE 0
#define PEN DOWN 1
*define PEN 2_TOGGLE
#define ASCII 0
#define BINARY 1
*define ID 32
#define IMMEDIATELY 3
#define ON ANY ENTER 4
#define ON TABLET ENTER 33

/
/* MENUS */

/ /
/* main menu */

/ /
#define MAIN 0
#define GAME 1
#define EDIT 2/ /
/* Softkey DataCamm */
/ /
*define NORMAL 0
#define LOCAL 1
#define XMIT 2

/ /
/* Edit Menus */

/ /
/* edit main menu *// /
*define NEW GAME 1
#define OLD GAME 2
#define ADD MENU 6
#define DELETE MENU 7

#define START 0
#define STOP 1
*define ONE 1
#define TWO 2
#define THREE 3

#define FOUR 4
#define FIVE 5
#define SIX 6
#define SEVEN 7

*define EIGHT 8
*define NINE 9
#define TEN 10
*define ELEVEN 11
!define TWELVE 12
#define THIRTEEN 13
Idefine FOURTEEN 14
#define FIFTEEN 15
#define SIXTEEN 16/ /
/* MISC *7

/ /
#define HOP 0
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#define LINE_END 'Z'

*define LF '\012'
*define DC1 '\021'
#define NA 99
#define ABSOLUTE
*define RELOCATABLE 1
#define BOX LENGTH 10
#define BOX HEIGHT 10
#define EMPTY 0 /* Fill dither pattern for empty box */
*define FILL 1 /* Fill dither pattern for full box */
*define QUIT 8

((define FALSE
#define TRUE 1
:define LOOP 0
#define PASS 1

/ /
#define XDIM 3

#define Y DIM 2

#define DEVICE LO X 0
*define DEVICE-LO-Y 32
*define DEVICE HI X 511
*define DEVICEHIY 389
*define ROUNDOfF 0.01
#define PI 3.14159265359

/* Disc Service

#define RAW 0
*define RECORDS 1
#define TPIATE 2

/*/* GLOBAL VARIABLES
/*

it/

int cur_x; /* tracks current posiion of the graphics cursor */
int cur_y;

float T[ X DIM ][ Y_DIM ]; /* Utility transformation matrix

float x_scale; /* Bookkeeping...latest world scale */
float y_scale;

double theta; /* Bookkeeping...latest < of rotation (rad) */

float x_tran; /* Bookkeeping...latest <x,y> translation delta */
float y tran;

int line_type; /* Current line-style...1 thru 11 */
int line mode; /* Current draw mode....0 thru 4 */
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float x_shear; /* Shearly useful */
float y_shear; /* sorry...*/

float x_rot; /*Used to mark translation-to/from-origin coordinates */
float y_rot;

int background; /* Used to select screen background color */

int d_mode; /* Current drawing mode..[ 0..4 ] */

int l_mode; /* Current line style */

int mold, yold, xcp, ycp;
int xa[1000J, ya[1000], za[
int xrel[1000), yrel[1000],
int xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax;
int spoint, cptotal;
int cpx[1000], cpy(1000];
float baseln_slope;
float theta score;

int set_flag;
int num crunch;
int num_print;
int flag_train;

int flag noblank;
int initializel_flag;

int name limit;
char user name[30];
char matrix name[50];
char trainFame(25)[25);
char dir_name[30];
char tmp_name[120][20];
char unk_name[120][20];

int xoffset;
int yoffset;

1000], cp[1000]; /*x,y raw; z penlift; cp */
zrel[1000]; /* translated data array */

/*
*/

/* used in baseln_gen & rot tran */
/* holds theta baseline angle */

/* 1 = in num mode, i.e. no graphics */
/* debug printall flag,0=disable */
/* autosave flag for train mode */
/* 0 = disable */

/* indicates templates loaded =1 */

/* filename to & from disc */

/* list of raw files for train */

/* 120 names, each 20 chars long */
/* unknown name array for match */
/* recog loop in number crunch */

/* used in rot_tran & redraw */

/* arrays to hold scoring for storage in elastic match */
int path_unk[1000];
int path_proto[1000];
float path_score[1000];

#define DATAFILE "/graftek/loren/recog/Csrdata"

#define NAME "MASTER"
#define MASTER "/MASTER/"
/*#define NAME "MASTER"*/
/*#define MASTER "/MASTER/"*/
/*#define NAME "test"*/

/* added at brians terminal */

/* original master data */

/* added at brians terminal */
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/*#define MASTER "/test/"*/
*define TPLATEFILE "raw/bent"
((define RAWDIR "raw/"
#define TPLATEDIR "tplate/"

/* *define NAME UNIT 71 */ /* # of names placed in train name */
/* ((define TPLATE LIMIT 10 */ /* # of tplates read in at init (54 to 71) */
*define INITIFILEO "MASTER/raw/loren"
*define INITIFILE1 "MASTER/raw/a"
#define INITIFILE2 "MASTER/raw/apple"
#define ZNITIFILE3 "MASTER/raw/b"
*define INITIFILE4 "MASTER/raw/bent"
#define INITIFILE5 "MASTER/raw/c"
#define INITIFILE6 "MASTER/raw/candy"

/ /
/* structures */

/ /
struct{ /* prototype templates */

char name(20];
int vlen; /* # of elements in the arrays
int vx[600];
int vy(600];
int vcusp[600]; /* 0 = not present, 1 = present
float vyscale[600];
float vang[600];
) class[200];

struct{ /* unknown */

int vlen: /* # of elements in the arrays */
int vx[600]:
int vy[600];
int vcusp[600]; /* 0=not present, 1 = present */
float vyscale[600];
float vang[600];

) u;


